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WARD 1-KT HIGHW Y PLAN IS PROTESTED
I

Fresh Approach Is Asked On
U.S. Foreign Aid Program
By DONALD MAY

Kennedy Urges
Kentucky Site
For TVA Plaint

1 ..rn hopeful that Congress will not
provide less,"

Large Group Meets At Mayfield
To Protest Change In Routing
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Providence College And University of Dayton
Conceded Lucky To Occupy Semi-Final Berths

e, AfAFRAW"

By TIM MORIARTY
nue.' Yre. Ishermationhatl
NEW YORK .1111) - Providence
College and the University of Dayton were mighty lucky to be occupying semifinal berths today in
the National Invitation Basketball
Tournament.
At least that was the opinion of
their straight-shooting coaches Joe Mullaney of the Friars and
Dayton's Tom Blackburn.
"Let's face it, we were lucky all
right," Mullaney said after Providence pulled out a 71-68 victory
over Niagara Tuesday night in the
final quarterfinal game at Madison
Squire Garden.
"We were lucky, too," admitted
Blackburn as he reviewed the Flyers' 62-60 squeaker over Temple
In the first game of a doubleheader. "In fact, we must have set the
game back a few years the way we
played."
In Final Second
Dayton, a 10-point favorite, barely outlasted Temple on a jump shot
by Tom Hatton with one second
left to play.
Both Dayton and Providence
will need more than luck on their
side in Thursday night's semifinals. The Flyers will play St. Louis
University and Providence w ill
meet Holy Cross in a rematch between a pair of bitter New England
rivals.
The clutch shooting of John Egan and substitute guard Ray Flynn
carried Providence to its comefrom-behind victory over Niagara.
Egan, held to one field goal and
only four points by Al Butler in
the first half, popped in 10 straight
points for the Friars to reduce
Niagara's lead from 46-35 to 48-45
with 10 minutes remaining. Providence finally drew even at 50-all
on another clutch basket by Egan
with 807 left to play.
Flynn then entered the game
and teamed perfectly with Egan,
tossing in eight points in four min-
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SMOKE-SCREEN PROVES EFFECTIVE
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'UP until two or three weeks ago our people were divided on federal aid to education. Some believesl it the best
way to increase leachers. salaries an.I to provide addischool 'class rooms. while others firs-tired thei
United Stales Chamber ool Commerce lAsition that our

tional

future problem

will be a surplus. not a shortage. of
qualified leachers. as well as classroom facilities.

It
fta“

,
,
1r• _tor the fliontait Catholic enuren
•1'.•111, Ike 11'1111'
friends a
aid for education exactly vt-hat,

they iteed--a sninke screen. flanking attack. diversion.
or whatever love might ear! a
S11111 as the currut argument over piddle aid fur private and church-.
supported schools.
The move lots been so effective we no longer argue
over federal all to publie sehools. We now argue over
extending that aid. which most folks III1W take for
granted. to, private and parochial schools. And knowing
politicians like
it is almost a fotregoneconielusion these schools
ill los included at least so far as
long-term loans. with l‘ttle
Even Senator Stiles

mo interi-st. are eqiicerned.
New Hampshire

says

qpiorkkeil haws in congress... if a

ma%
tavors federal.,
ator_ sor_t_,_ because Ale Ctalls:
aress.ii.%%ell as iii'- Supreme Comil. has already es1.1•Ii-slied a
irecedent ill riot i41111g transportation and
tree liinelp•S. lii vett-ale /toil parochial schools the same
Int

e'e.4
,

way

jorilv

as_ public schnook.
We hats

aiWays
conservative forces ill
coinotry het-untie t-114111. and round up press agellts
1 hit call
tiree‘tarldly C1.11111..1,1' with laolihritills like C.
leiineti \\* Misfits. who all but baukrupted our leading
nehistrial state. .‘rtlitir Goldberg %vim helped' engineer
e/k4ell•ilVt•
11140.
4
461.1
.AlOril.1% ,.
steel strike iii our
historv. anot
thal our deurocraey as mir fathisi's
Istiew it is a thing or ihe past.
Leading toltioCales ill
NA

11.-4,i

r.• bruit

aid to schools claim we
etas's., rooms ill our public
jtri. ide adequate facilities for
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that the mily.:way to
gal that nialq- Has-rooms iss for Ilie federal
government
to provide them. Thal W a mi,represeulation for
the
siiuj'l.' tint that we hate taaai linihititig (Olson') a yeAr for
the pa-I four v cars Without ti-di-rat art_ and if we
keep
that hisrldhla aroaratil
haat.
additional via.: rooms Ili Ill;1 1 , without federal
aid. a eilriohla
or what school diiihoriliea say we will
need.
Hoe argument over leacher shortages
. more
than
co..1-ge gralliates today are
ihulitlifiPtI 10
aid leartier.
rind
%son 1 hate II, leach .3(1
eliddreti per teiselc-r ,os they
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tT ii CC HAPPENED
ly in the background- Jane was'mornings
Att
ti.-. trr
which suited Mr
•••u...vr Jo Siren she's emboldened to suggest • sub- Fergie fine. The
drizzly locale
.. mese her own way fusiincisl- jeet for her
friend's
speech,
ly.• If she's lis susceptible as Jane
would doubtless discourage the
M. PhiPPa. she May be persuaded
Ataybe," she ventured
S attendance of ubiquitous stockby get-rich-quirk alhireineozs to
In stocks. Allot swaying Society coiild do something'holders.
titian -al disaster in one plunge that about better standards
for
Yet at 10:20 a. m. sixteen
.brought her a profit Jane
and her "family--her niece Rose- brokers"
middle-aged women, some greyerar4 Donelli. the latter's husband
Mr. Ernst was delighted. "I'll ing, some
lean and some atout,
Al.. and • young neighbor school- I1 propose
that The president of could be seen
.
ht
picking their way
pie was wise to attend a Moja- the New York Stock Exchange
down a side street in Daly City
E....loot class in kneel/lents. Rut this has hit
on
that
very subject. on their way to the
brought her the 2tiontion of Wally
movie
5.1 omits. a glib stock salesman wbo Some 15,000 brokers in this theater.
In three members' cars
pais to such s. Naos to rJpe in prO- , country
ought
to
be selling po- they had all driven
rpeetive custoniers. lie unloaded
down from
some Canadian shares on Jane and tatoes. not stocke. Yes, yea, a San Francisco
after meeting for
laseniares then disappeared. The
it.wk was de,lared worthless. and wonderful idea."
early breakfast.
Jane brought together a prote•liv• I Pleased to be taken seriousInside the theater, which was
stoup Of wor.ten investors. Ow Ely, Jane
brought Mr. Ernst up still dark, the girls
Catd-a Girls
As an laTestlivelit
all groped
eoune•ttor for nerself she chose to date on the Golden Girls their way to
the powder room,
Augu•, Ernst a widower who has Roaring at their
plans for the snapped on the light,
taken more than professional Inter.
straightCastlerock stockholders' meetOlt in her. . .
ed their hats, and heard their
big, he told her an exciting de- president's
final pep talk. It
CHAPTER 25
tail about the company,
was brief and formal. "Wil
ANE MCPH1PPS remembered
A huge and proliferating cor- shall acquit
ourselves well for
Mrs. H a vden-Critchfield's poration, it usually had its an. all shareholdera
, whoever and
mention of the Castlerock Cor- nual meeting at its main plant wherever
they may be." It was
pcseitisn. and in fact thinking in New York. But this year. now 10:28
and the sergeant-atnothing of it at the time - she he said- and his eyes sparkled arms, checking
the layout, rehad reeeiesei notice of its forth- al due surprise awaiting them- tported that
the house lights had
coming meeting. This was the the officers were -hiding out" conic on
full tilt and the corcompany that took visitors' pic- and meeting in their California ,poration's officers
were a..sem'tures. snd she a a recalled that ; plant for the very purpose of bling on the
stage.
her friend had hoped tae clubi avoiding stockholders. most of
Then, with their president in
-visit it under heppier I WhOtti were concerOrated in nie ; the lead, the
girls began to
circura.:tances.
East
walk down the center aisle and
-Go
to
It!"
he
said.
As if reading Jane's mind,
"Those' through a silent audience of
ths trsasurer reminded, -We boys nave no business upping periLips seventy-five people In
their
whines
when
they
can't view of all the hurdles manageown one share of CastiaLock
make their dii.i.lend."
fluent had erected, Jane was
••Whi-•'s its dividend?" Alie
C • •
amazed and gratified to see that
body aaaed her.
T THE ()ORE of the Castle- , so many stockholder
s had leapt
"Ten cents."' Mrs. Haydenrock Corporation lay an over them. She was also
pleased
Critchfit Id replied.
old-rine mattress co m pan yi to see six men
on the stage.
The gii la giggled.
Around thiscare, an aggressive though obviously some
top offi•'Well. they're skipping it and new
aresident, whose reach was cers and Board Members
were
It's the princ.ple of the tbing,- longer
than his graso. had playing hookey.
ensphaalzed Mrs. Stephens.
wrapped a a ay empire from! Finally, on the
two short
"We would have one vote.
To a specimen of his, front rows in the middle
of the
The stock is in the club's maas
market mentality, the theater, the girls quietly
took
name," said Mrs. Ha y a e n- very word
"nierirer- symbolised their seats.
Critchfield.
inagi.a and it didn't really mat-, Mr Feegle's voice
cricked
"I move that we atten.1 the tar
too much "hat v.-as merged, as he opened proceedings.
He
stockholders' meeting in a alr
in what scinditioa -just so, I said awkwardly, "We are
gathtaxiy." proposed the president. 4 ints.rv's
s. ao•iia:Mee new tired -here to, ah to ah. ah Jatie• forgot-, in her .excite um: alas
added.
'bring certain matters before the
the- as °resident of the Gc::en s l3ticause
of 'Ms wide diversifl- meeting. Our first and
most
Girls she should let athers do
cation. acute:, • the president- important order of business
is
-the proPoang. "All this will hi; nars? was l'.171
M. W. reegle to elect eight directors for the
h !p us determine what good
had 'been hsard to say that corning year. All of the
menco •orate praerssa- are. Weil
buying into his compary was, nets are meamers of the
pres.a a beats; poation to
past like boyin:-.; into a mutual. , en: Board of Directors,'
ua •-, 7sniert."
The only trodble was, Mr
Mrs. Stephens got up (ruin
abo
establlshina
f'regle hal failed ta realize, the her seat on the front
row and
:•• • ! o m.it---,a Ga''en Girl ,
iliversified proOacts were not , Ingle ei whether there might
'Test Av. o Merit" like:y to
/hake any greater i be discussion.
lIasalen - Critc'• ield ea- prattle under
the blan'tet of / Waving his hand impatiently.
• ....sen we csn awae! 1121.zr than
they had been the president bade the lady
is consp into* that rert:1
malting sin.
- Unions their have her say Curiosity showed
•r:
r
tan some- managements changed.
which , through his Impatience,
be sought, a:ter." '
they didance Mr. FeNgle kis
"One question." she said sueidea, csi.e'ly secanded everyba.ly
on intait
which einctiy. already knowing the
- atiOrt. CZ
mem.- gine him, the opportunity. to answer.
"-How niuch stock in
gel .*ans nrasnptly ap- treat-- any number
of new vice- Casitlerock, if any, do the mema e • .rait,.e to u.s. gn ar-sid
'bers of the Board of Directors
a. la ang
inIto
Thus a conglom-rate of lroli.feron ''"
• • •
•
vidital products. all assailed La
Mr Feegle narrowed his eyes.
c:-):::t$G VIGOP.OUS and "..risus competition, wire
sap- At length he replied curtly, 1
'MP. Kant: ear,'-' ping profits from the core of do uot
have the slightest idea"
tr
J.:- to dinneg_and 10 the carparation, the mattressl
The little theater became
tall: (o'er h f o t b c am n g comaany.
filled with restive noises The
sase 7'1 be 7 San rrati...b.sco's
The stockholders' meet in g stockholders did not care far
a 'lv r.f
• :ty Ars aits.
was to begin at 10-30 a m in a their president's attitude.
Foa .1 ase he took tier to thea'sr rstitial Lir
occa•Ion
Mrs. Stephens went on Wino
-ensruTh avor:te hideaways
and for just one n
in Daly ly. "As stockholders
ii he
• • F. •nah restiiirast.
City Suburban to SIn Fran- turned and i.vavcd
Kenna,- -we
re
s candlelight cisco. an I to the south rho, moat press for an
itriewer to
with R City 114.a in a ;1ettletilb:
-t :ay qii-ation"
I
:y diens
•7.,
TOnreerowl
w'i.
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Blonde Venetia Stevenson la a
beautiful frontier girl in love
with Texas Ranger Audie Murphy as they star with Barry
Sullivan and John McIntire in
-Seven Ways From Sundown,"
.Universal-International's robust
outdoor adventure in color It
plays Thursday and Friday at
Murray Drive-In Theatre.

Federal State Market
News Service
MURRAY, Ky., Mar. 21, 1961.
Murray Livestock Market report.
Hogs: 17. Receipts mostly mixed
grade butchers Steady. ITS, No. 1,
2, and 3 barrow and gilts 180-230
lb. $17.25; 240-275 lb. $16.75; No. 2
and 3 sows 300-600 lb. $14.2515 50
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. Cattle: 15$. Cows steady to 25e
higher. bulls steady, stockers and
feeders strong instances 81.00 higher Few Utility and Standard 500-700 lb heifers yearlings $21.5022.80; Cutter a n d Utility cows
$14.50-17.00; Canner 113.25-14.40;
Utility bulls $18.00 - 1940; few
Medium and Good 400 - 600 lb.
stock steers $20.00-23 50; 12 head
Choice 380 lb. stock steers $29.75;
Medium and Good 300-500 lb. stock
heifers 822.75-24.25.
Calves: 101. Vealers strong to
mostly 50e higher. Good and Choice 180-240- lb. vealer, $31 50-34 25;
Standard and Good 160-200 lb.
823.75-31.25.
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ASTRONAUT ESCAPE UST-Here is the Little Joe rocket (left) and • cloteup of the
astronaut escape system being readied for testing at Wallops Wand, Va. The escape
capsule at right is atop the Little Joe at left. Technicians are Installing an impact curtain in the cabin. The plan called for a rocket mounted on •steel tower above the cabin
to flre In response to • timer at about 35.003 feeL The escape rocket capable of 68,000
pounds thrust. Is designed to separate the cabin from the Little Joe booster rocket. The
Visa is that if anything goes wrong. We won't lose the astronaut. If these tests are
successful. the capsule might esarry an axtroaaut this year, says the Federal Space Agency,

Ledger & Times File
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Checks in spring fashion are exVARSITY: "Please Turn Over," panded, colorful. Plaids are glens,
feature 84 minutes, starts at 1:00, or large and open.
2:41, 4:25, 6:09, 7:53, and 9:30.
FOR THE RAIN
CAPITOL: "Ocean's Eleven," feature 127 minutes, starts at 7:00
Man-tailored effects show up
and 9:17. .
spring rainwear.

White House Grocery
STOP SHOP - COMPARE

EVERY DAY LOW

COFFEE, Maxwell, Folgers

PTITC:I.;-,
1-1b.

can 59c

- Specials On

All Tooth Paste - Shampoos - Lotions and
Cream Deodorant

1608 W. Main

Phillips 66 Gas 81

YOUTHFUL COMBO
Among the new treatments of
young men's rainwear for spring
is the black coat with the seersucker lining
REFRESHING GLOVES
Stretch gloves
,fresh for
spring in attractive dotted swiss I
and pique finishes.

Oil

ANNOUNCEMENT
BEGINNING WITH THE

40 MONDAY
IN MARCH

OPEN EVERY SITE!

io' ehiterli 110.)•

Ten Years Ago Today
Li

PLAIDS. CHECKS

and each Fourth Monday
thereafter

4

Lielika• •••••11i0,
1 ;111.1 SenaIn no. Noslit awl
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MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "Don't Go
Near The Water," feature 90
minutes, starts at 7:15 and 9:15.

FARRIS'
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m oo, i„r• I ii.
!sell. Ill- huh hurtttdj

111115 TO
SE" A ,
SHOW!

The National Safety Council says: Be sure your windshield wiper blades and arms are in perfect condition.
You need one ounce of arm pressure for each inch of rubber blade length to sweep off rain or road spray, instead
of sliding over it and causing poor visibility.
_
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THEY TELL

10 ,•,.1

with 12 minutes remaining, the
Owls rallied to tie the score at
5656.
Dayton twice barged ahead again
In the final minutes but each tin.
Temple knotted the count on clutch
baskets by little Bruce Drysdale.
Then with the score tied at 80-all
with 1:07 left to play, the Flyers
froze the ball for the next 86 seconds.
The ball finally was tossed to
Hatton, who popped in the winning basket for the Flyers from the
right side of the keyhole just before the buzzer.
•

•

11hulsctil.• f‘..11,,
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hid about
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utes. That helped the Friars open
a 69-62 bulge that they protected
to the finish.
Lack Height
The Temple players looked like
midgets alongside the tall Flyers
from Dayton but they made up in
determination what they lacked in
height. Behind by 11 points (48-37)

Last Times Tontle
Tlif LAUGH Or NUM taa
DONT GO WAP Ric

Thursday & Friday

• THE TRADE RI% WILL BE AT THE
MUNICIPAL PARKING LOT ON EAST
MAIN STREET, ONE AND ONE-HALF
BLOCKS EAST OF COURT SQUARE,

BANK

NITE

FRIDAY!
•

El

\1111NESDAY — MARCH 22,
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BOOK REVIEW:

Thought-Provoking
Book Reveals Truth
Of Cuban Problems

(Continued from Page I)
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TUNING UP FOR EICNMANN—Techniciana put finishing touches to the electrical
system
Inside the prisoner's dock for trial of Adolf Etchrnann In the Beth earn
(People's Howse)
in Jerusalem. At right are seats for the three judges who will
4
preside.
-

'Peace Corps' Idea Approved New ConcortiA
By Sidewalk Interviewees
School News

on record as endorsing the Kentucky east-west turnpike route
from E-town to Princeton, and also
went on record, as wanting the- .
route of the I-K-T highway to remainses it now is.
In other action last night James
Johnson, secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce was named
as secretary-treasurer of the highway group to replace Russ Chittenden of Paducah who resigned
by telegram last night, due to a
"conflict of interests".
Mayor Holmes Ellis reminded
the group that this area of Western
Kentucky would be greatly aided
by the highway and that it had
been neglected in the past.
A large representation from
Murray was present at the meeting
with approximately for
being
recognized A group of JayCees
attended the meeting in a body
after their regular meeting here
last night.

LISTEN, YANKEE—THE REVOLUTION IN CUBA.
BY C. WRIGHT MILLS
Reviewed by Ernest Vaughn

The Kirksty Lhmior 4-1-1 Club
At New Concord Elementary met recently in one of the class
ciety on other peoples of the world.
This program can be used as means School, class rooms and bulletin rooms of the school.
President Pam Tidwell called the
of showing other people of the boards herald the coming of spring
world that the United States is and they also are an excellent in- meeting to order. The pledge to
the American Flag was led by Gary
ready to help in advancing their dication of what the children have
Ezell. The 4-H pledge was given by
standards and means of living. been studying about.
The seventh grade has been do- -Kenney Oliver.
This should be the aim of the proMrs. Loretta Wyatt, Home econing a unit on France and GerntSny.
gram."
omist for West Kentucky Rural
Jerry Herdsman. juniot. English The boys' map of Germany, and
Electric Co-operative at Mayfield,
Major: "I think this is an excellent research papers on important phases of German life and resources. showed the 4-11 members a demopportunity
for
the
youth
of
AmerWalter Olson. junior, mathemawith corresponding work on Fran- onstration on lighting and lamps.
ties-piagics major: "I think Pre- ica to fulfill our responsibilities as
The secretary, Margaret Tucker,
ce
by the girls are on display
. on
"our
bristlier's_
keeper.'
The numersident Rennedra Peace Corps---ts
read the minutes of the last meetline
of
-their
boards.'
ous
inquiries
that came in the day
a step in the right direction. It
ing.
This seventh grade class is very
is a new idea and its success de- the program was announced is a
Mr. Glenn Suns made a few anmuch
intrested
in social studies nouncements
pends only in the way the pro- good indication of the acceptance
on the coming 4-H
and
they
are now selling flavoring Rally.
gram is administrated. With the of the challenge to raise the standMrs. Barletta Wrather also
in
order
to make money to buy a snake
selection of qualified personnel, ards of underdeveloped areat rato the group.
globe for their room.the plan should be a major link in ther than capitalize on their lack
The meeting was adjourned and
On the sport scene. New Concord
bringing about a better under- of opportunity. I do think, howthe group played some enjoyable
played a ball game at Buchanan games.
standing of the U.S. and her peo- ever, that young men who devote
Friday. The first team lost by a
two
or
three
years
to
serving
in
ple and vice versa. It is legislation
mere one point, 36-35. The Be team
in these areas that will serve to this corps should be exempted from
romped oer their rivals 16 to 5.
keep
nerica the great nation it military service."
Concord will host Buchanan. for a
Jim Potter, sophomore, business
Is."
return game on Wednesday. March
Frank Rickman, freshman. pre- major: "I think President Ken- 15th.
(Continued from Page II
med: If we can get the youth of nedy's Peace Corps proposal is. a
The school is proud of Marsha
today on both sides interested In very worthwhile program. I be- Hendon
for having made the highwhat will eventually be the pro- lieve it will create more good-will est grade
on the competitive Amerblems of tomorrow, a more cooper- between the U.S. and the foreign ican History test
sponsored by the Cooper and Rep. Carl D. Perkins,
ative generation should be pro- countries It aids, as well as bring- iwal DAR chapter
in Murray and D-Ky., are anxious to make their
ing•irn
•
rovements
wit
within the US. Calloway schools, a Concord
duced."
own studies, reports and proposals
spoke&
to me that Congress Man sakt.
Polly Lowery. senior, history It
available to the board.
foolish not to pass thE
Spokesrnm for TVA have mainand English major. "I think it is woth
Every st
s1 was represented on
a fineeidea, and believe it will Peace Corps proposal.
this test.
:as he third time New tained in the past that the TenDarrel Hurley, sophomore, phy- Concord has
sueceeW if enough dedicated people
ranked first on the nessee site is more practical_ than
"the Kentucky one, principally bego into it and are willing to spend sic-al -education major:'Tin for the test.
their time and efforts in its ful- proposal 100 per cent I can't unNew Concord is also pleased at cause of the availability of greater
derstand why such a program the showing of their spelling en- quantities of water.
tillment."
The Kentucky site, however, is
John Waller. sophomore, math ma- hasn't been proposed long ago. trants made in the county wide
think it is the duty of young Spelling Bee Saturday. Evelena Col- closer to coal sources.
jor: "I feel it will be superior to
aid programs in the past, because Americans to participate in such lins. eighth grader, was one of the
low the people will be shown a program far it should strengthen top eight !spellers in the county. Vice-president — Gary Bybee. secwhat to do with equipment and our country in foreign and do- Janice Conley represented the sev- retary — Sheila Joe Roberts. treamestic relations."
bassi to better themselves."
enth grade and Julia Jones the surer — Glen MeCuiston. reporter
Mary Green. sophomore, history
— Sheila Garrison, song leader —
Sixth grade.
VIBRANT COLORS
and Itonish major: "This proThe SRA reading lab gets a good Bobby Williams, game !coder —
cal is a good idea if its purpose
workout at Concord The fifth grade Danny Williams. sgt. at arms —
to advance and educate underis enjoying the opportunity to im- Ronnie Cook.
The first. second, and third gradeveloped countries of the world.
Family of pinks takes the lead in prove their reading skills. Th is
Bowever, I feel that it is a bad the spring.4ashion excitement over group has rececaly elected new class des entertained the parents club
Thursday night with songs and draIdea if the United States uses this dolor. Many other lively shades officers.
President — Jackie MeCuiston, matizations. Refreshments were
an to impose our ideas of so- share he news.
served by the seventh and eighth
grades and their sponsors.

FRENCH EMBASSY SWEPT BY FIRE—While a fireman remains on
guard, French Ambassador Herve Alphand (left, background)
and his wife (right), carry valuables and clothing from the
Embassy in Washington after it was swept by fire (top). The
Ambassador and his wife were visiting the Peruvian Embassy
while flames were sweeping the impresslie French government building. All personnel had been safely evacuated and
the fire was well under control when the Alphands returned.

Murray Hospital 11
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SAVED THE DAY — British
Prime Minister Harold Mac-.
millan (left) and India's
Jawaharlal Nehru confer at
the Commonwealth Prime
Ministers' conference I n
London. Working hard behind the scenes. Macmillan
headed off au early explosion
over South Africa's racial
segregation policy, which
might have led to a demand
for that country's expulsion
from the group.'Radiophoto)

DAUGHTER BORN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hill of Murray Route 4, announces the birth
of a baby girl. Leah Jane. Weighing 8 pounds and 10 oz.
She has one brother. Bobby Allen Hill, age 2 Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Brown of Murray Route 4. Paternal
graidparents are Hey. and Mrs. W.
L. Hill of Decaturville, Tennessee.

For the little girl who wears a
cardigan -neckline suit are blouses
with stand-up collars.
SKIRT FULLNESS
Pleats, gathers, gores shape more
free-flowing skirts.

Elmer Green. Rt. 4; Mrs. Virgil
Windsor, 1003 Poplar: Elrnos Hill,
Rt. 2: Euel Smith, Rt, 1; Kirksey;
Mrs. Frank Overby. Rt. 2; Mrs.
-Billie Batzell. Rt. 2. Kirksey; Mrs.
Harold Long and baby boy, 300 E.
10th., Benton. Kea; Miss Carolyn
Lax. Rt. 1. Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs.
Shermaa Farris. 609 So. 9th..
Patients dismissed from Friday 9:00
a. m. to Monday 9:00 a. m.
M :on Ras. Buchanan. T c n n.;
Mrs. Robert Lutrell, Model RI., Do-.
ver. Tenn.; Mrs. Charles Miller, 316
South 15th.; Thomas Lyles, Bea
67, Hardin; Mrs. William Buoy. New
Concoraa Kara MaElv ine, Rt. 2,
Golden Pond: Hubert Clifton Pittman, New Concord; J. Thomas
Hughes (Expired), 105 North 14th.;
-Miss Sandra English, Rt. 3. Beaton;
)1is5 Vera Miller, 507 West Poplar;
-T'rinee- Green,- Bt. 4f•Miss Retbara-sBrandon. Woods H311; Miss Ruthell
Starks. Rt. I. Sentare Mr. Willie
Vaughn,(Expired). Rt. 5; S11.4.3 Dorothy Sweatman. Hazel; John Forrester. 4033 Brush Hill Road, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Roscoe Walston, II.)rdin: Miss Rita Nolin, Rt. I, Model,
Tenn.; Mrs. Ernest Dick, Rt. 5; Mrs.
Hattie Ratehliffe. Rt. 1 Almo; Mrs.
Jesse Latimer, Rt. 1. Puryear, Tenn.;
Charles Thornton. Frankfort, Ind.;
Mts, Gerald Kimbro and baby girl,
105 South 8th.: Mrs. Booker Eaughn,
Rt. 2. Benton; Mrs. John Salmon
and baby boy. 506 North 5th.; Mrs.
Mayme Prince, 15th and Walnut;
Mrs. Vizabeth Slushmeyer, 1 658
Ryan; Mrs. Phillip Ilarrell and baby boy, 217 No. 13th.; Mr. Gilbert
liarris and baby boY. Rt. 1, Benton; Mrs. Harold Douglass, 309 North
12th.
UPDATE COSTUMES
Three-piece dress costumes are
updated for spring with chiffon
blouses. Chiffon appears, too, in
dresses ana separates for any hour
of the day or night.

PLANNED FOR SUITS
BRUSSELS SPROUTS— They're
slaving a very early blooming season in Brussels, so a
wandering photographer
takes advantage of the aitin
anon. These lovely- blossoms
are double whit& lilacs.

' • • • •
SHORTS STORY
n wa k shorts, the 17 to 19-inch
outsearn model predominates, followed 13y two-inch shorter Jamaicas. Many new fabrics will be seen.
THEY STRETCH
N e w developments in stretch
fabrics are reflected in maternity
wear, where the tendency is to
replace cut-outs in skirts and pants
with
fabrics.

`41,&
SPRING MUST BE NEAR—A dredger from La Moille, Minis., first of tha season, battles the
Mississippi river ice near Dresbach Dam in the La Crosse, Wis., area on Its way to Chicago. It beat the former March 17 record for opening the river by a week.

OPEN

Ncaily every well-read citizen of the United States
is informed about Cuba and its problems. But are we
really? This reviewer tends to disagree after reading
C. Wright Mills' "Listen, Yankee."
"Listen, Yankee" is of interest because it tells
the truth about Cuba—and in a highly unusual way.
Written in the form of letters from Cuba to the United
States, it tells what is really happening in Cuba today,
what the Cubans are reakly thinking, and what they
are really saying.
It offers a burning indictment against the nation's
press and has not therefore been well-received.
Allen Levy of The Courier-Journal has said, "It's
the most important document on Latin America since
the Monrce Doctrine. .."
A different view is held by George Sokolsky; of
The New York Journal-American who says, "..,A
piece of press agentry. . .for Caatro's Cuba. . ."
Mr. Mills is well qualified to write on Cuba and
its problems. A professor at Columbia University, he
made a trip to Cuba in August to find out for himself
what the revolution in Cuba was all about. What he
found is all in '.'Listen, Yankee."
This book has been praised and raved about by
book reviewers across the United States. To be sure,
it is a frank, provocative, out-spoken account of Cuba
and the revolution. For the lack of a better term, it is
one of the most thought-provoking books to appear in
a good while.

KIRKSEY JUNIOR EH
4-H CLUB MEETS

°Whit is your opinion of President -Kennedy's proposed Peace
Carps?"
Trus question was the basis of
a campus "sidewalk" interview
conducted Wednesday afternoon.
The only restrictive factor was
field of major interest; as soon
as one student in a field had been
Interviewed that field was closed.

ii

PAC.F. THREE

Ward ..
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20TH ANNIVERSARY—Dropping in for a 30-minute stay at
a Washington Mayflower Hotel dinner party observing the
20th anniversary of the World War II Senate Investigating
Committee, President Kennedy shakes hands with retired
Senator Joseph O'Mahoney, D-Wy. Honored at the dinner,
former President Harry S. Truman (right background),
chairman of the canunittee when he was a senator from
Missouri, O tat. sling.

Read The Ledger's Classifieds
TREMENDOUS
TIRE _SALE'firestone
De Luxe
Champion
New Treads
Applied on sound tire bodies
or on your own tires

Any Size
Any Type
Black walls

2for 2222*

NEW SALES YARD

* HOLLIES - YEWS - BOXWOODS - JUNIPERS
* ARBOR VITAE - BROADLEAF
-, FLOWERING SHRUBS - TREES - ETC.

No Down Payment With Trade-In Tires
Same tread design, width, depth and quality as
new Firestone tires. Buy now.
... take six months
to pay.

SEE OUR DISPLAY YARD
Kenneth Shupe In Charge of This Department

•Plus tax and two recappable tires

ARTISTIC LAYOUT AND PLANTING SERVICE
Greenhouse Chock Full of Flowering and Bedding Plants!

e

et

Ii

SHUPE NURSERIES

LOW MARKS AND FAULTY EYESIGHT ... This eight-year-old has a high 10
but his marks are low — probably because reading is too difficult for him. If a
child tilts his head, or covers one eye when he reads, if. he frowns or squints, it may
mean that his eyesight is not up to par.

Sedalia, Kentucky

FEtfrpti FIRESTONE

•••
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Foundational Class
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Don Keller

Miss Nancy Carol Owen And Thomas
-lbws Hutchens Are Engaged,

The home of Mrs. R A. Tesseneer. 814 Olive Street, was the
scene of the "Share A Dish* dinner held by the Fidelis Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church on Friday, /starch 17. Mrs.
Tesseneer is the niece of the class
teacher. Miss Nellie M. Wyman.
Miss Cappie Beale gave the devotion on theme,"Love and Friendship." Mrs'. Rufus Saunders Pis the
president of the class.
.
•
.
A delicioes dinner was served
in the dining and family rooms of.
the home_ Arrangements • of spring
flowers including tulips and japonica were used at vantage points.

•

PRE-EASTER

Miss Nancy Carol Owen

Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Owee of Kuttawa announce the
Dunn Hutchens, Son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens of
Murray.
gement
-their- daughter.,...Nancy Carol,. te -T
as
Miss Owen is a senior at Murray State College.
is
a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma, social sororitf,
is
Sweetheart of Sigma Chi fraternty.
Hutchens. also a senior at Murray. is president of Sigma
Chi. social fraternity, and is vice president of the Student
Organization.

a

12 POST GARCS
PLUS —

ONE 8X10
Only

$4.93
Loves Studio
503 Poplar Street

•

•

Mrs. Rhodes Gives
Program For Alice
Waters Circle

Those present were Mesdames
Essie Blalock, 'Elbert Lassiter,
Orue Bailey, Parvin Blalock, Pearl
Jones, Fula Beaman. Stella Ahart.
R. H. Falwell, Flora Farless, Garva
Ola Courson. Mavis Morris, T. W. Crawford, Neva Waters,
Ludic Gibbs, J. H. Thurman. Rufus Saunders. Cleve James, R. A.
Tesseneer: Misses Beale and Wyman.

SPECIAL

S

Couples' Party
Held On Friday

Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore, chairman, presided at the meeting of
the Alice Waters Circle of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the First Methodist
Church held on Monday evening
at 7:30 in the social -hall of the
church.
"We Praise Thee For The Radiance" was the theme of the program which was presented in the
forth of a committee meeting with
Mrs. Christine Rhodes as the leader. Others taking part were Mrs.
Lawton Alexander, Mrs. Aubrey
Farmer, Mrs. Richard Tuck, Mrs.
Goldia Curd, and Mrs. Ben Grogan.
Mrs. Robert Smith gave the devotion on the subject, "aVhat Is
The Word."
During the social hou rrefreshments were served by the hostess,
Jars, Carl Rowland, to the -thirteen members present.
•

•

•

•

Mrs. Brooks Moody
Hdstess For Penny
Homemakers Meet

PERSONALS

Mina Karen Marie Craig
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Craig of Hazel Route
2, wish to
announce the engagement and approaching
marria
ge of
their daughter, Karen Marie, to Mr. Franki
son of Mr. and Mrs. Hilman Coles of Hazel e Gene Colee,
Route
Plans are being made for a Jiine. Wedding. 3.

Social Calendar
Weeineaday, March 2andThe College Presbyterian Church
will bold its Family Night service
toe :hurch at 6:20 prn.
The Country Club Ladies Day
Lunsheon will be served at 12
.,'clock. Hostesses are Mesdames J.
E. Diuguid, Max Beale. J, D. Clopton, Vernon Cohoon, Edd Diuguid.
Glenn Doran, M. C.
Robert
Etherton, and Bill Cro.use. Progressive bridge 'will be played at
1 p.m. For a reservation call Mendames Hugo Wilson. PL 3-3758,
J. B. Wilson, PL 3-1889, Don Robinson, PL 3-5f..2,i, lota.t Sparkman,
PL 3-3282 or James R. Lassiter,
PL 3-450. Issf aa 12 ul,:ack Tocsday March 21
'
'• • •
.

herrn hareirnkat 12 o'clock. Mrs. A. F. Doran,
legislative chairman of the general
club, will present the program on
the constitution and by-laws of
the Woman's Club.
4. • • •

Monday. March 27th
Mu:ray Star chapter No. 433
Mrs. Brooks Moody opened her
Order of the Eastern Star will
home for the meeting of the Penny
hold a spring rummage sale in the
Homemakers Club held on Monold location of Judy's Beauty Shop
day afternoon at one o'clock with
in the People's Bank Building.
the president. Mrs. Jack Nors• • • •
worthy. presiding.
"Reworking Picture Frames',
Tuesday. March 2$
1,,
was the subject of the major proturray Star chapter No. 433
;ect lesson piesented by Mrs. EmOrder of the Eastern Star will
eat Madrey, assisted by Mrs. Richmeet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
ard Armstrong. Samples' ar.d illustrations were shown by Mrs.
71'hursday. March 23rd..,
*
S • 0_
Madrey and Mrs. Barletta WraThe Zeta Depasn-.ent of the Murthen. home demonstration agent. ray Woman's Club
The women of St. John's El:Aswill have a
'The devotion from Matthew 7:1- dTianer-dance at the
! Church will Mee with rs.
Kenlake Hotel
5 *as read by Mrs. John E. Wald- at 7 p.m. Hostesses are
Mesdames William Gartman at 10 am.
rop. Announcement was made of John T. Irvan, Haron
• •.•
West, Conthe district meeting to be held rad Jones, Alfred Lindsey,
The Jane McNeely Circle of the
Joe B.
Monday. April 17. at Murray State Littleton, and
Memorial Baptist Church will
Howard Titsworth.
College and all members were
• • • •
meet at 9:30 a.m, at the home of
urged to attend.
The Ca:I.:Sway County Homemak- Mrs. Ralph Case- 1815 College
Refreshments were served by ers Club Council Will
meet in the Farm Roacti
Mrs Moody to the thirteen mem- City Hal! at 9 a.m.
-I.- • • •
bers and three visitors who were
• • 'a •
Mrs. Wrather, Mrs. J. C. Kemp,
The Magazine Club will meet at
and Mrs. Modena Butterworth.
the home of Mrs. E. S. Diuguid,
The next meeting will be held Jr., with Mrs. Polly Ky
ahcaston Thursday, April 20, at 10 a.m. ess at 2:30. ,
at the home of Mrs. J. B. BUrkeen.
• • • •
Monday. March 27th
The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Ethel Key at 7:00 p.m. Community
Service will be the subject of the
program. Mrs. Lester Nanny is
community service chairman. Mrs.
The New Concord Homemakers Peter Kuhn and Mrs. Mildred BarClub assembled in the /some of nett will be cohostesses.
• • • •
Mrs. Noel Smith for the March
meeting with seventeen members
Saturday. March 25th
and two viSitors, Mrs. Bobbie LasThe Alpha Department of the
siter and Mrs. Lloyd Perry, pre- Murray Woman's Club will hold
sent.
The devotional was given by!
Mrs. Wm. Kingings. She read
Math. 7;1-5 and a poem "Forgive
and Let Live" 'by J. J. Metcalf.
The president. Mrs, Pete Hughes,
presided over a long business meetPassport to fashion is A handbag
ing including discussions on prowith nia.Aig(gs.or travel limitsgram planning for another year,
tion.s.t in Dutch sisal and harness
paying some on the expense of an
leat/fer with gilt trim. By Park
exchange student to India 'and a
Lane.
delegate to the National Hume
— —
Demonstrational Council to be held
in Maine the latter part of August.
The main lesson was presented
by Mrs. T. R. Edwards and Mrs.
Rosene Johnson, bn the subject, refinishing old and new picture
frames. They said that if the picTHUERNSCDF'AY
ture frame is marred one can
fill out the scars by .the use'of
THE PRODUCERS OF
wood putty. They also discussed
"CARRY ON NURSE",
!the type of pictures which were
I best suited to the individual frame.
ARE CARRYING
The hosteke_seeved refreshments
ON
AGAIN!!!
to the nineteen
ti and two
chiidren "Chuck" and Susan Adams
, present.
1

Mrs. Robert Jones were the committee in charge of the arrangements.
Approximately thirty persons
. A couples' party was held in were present.
the fellowship hall of the College
• • • •
'Presbyterian Church on Friday
evening at 7_30 o'clock.
1 The theme of the decorations
was St Patrick's Day. During the
• evening games were directed and
; refreshments of pie coffee, and
Mar. Talmadge Erwin of Southcold drinks were served.
field, Mich., was the guest last
I Mrs Edward Brunner, Mrs. Bill week of her mother,. Mrs. Mary
Warren, Mrs. John_ Gragory, and Butterworth, lapin Grove Road.

••••
New Concord Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Noel Smith

OA*

-1

A STEP SAVER -OUR BANK-BY-MAIL PLAN
You can't count the number of steps you save in
a year when you use our,bank-by-mail plan. You"
can make deposits to your savings accounts by
. . without a trip to the bank. Write or
:phone for free bank-by-mail .emelopes—or pick
some up the next time you're in our bank. Do
YOUR banking the MODERN way—Bank-bynail!

PEOPLESBANK
go, at
&t cm BAY AM,
Member FDIC

Bridal Tea Given
Recently In Honor
Of Loretta Culver
Miss Loretta Culver, bride elect
of Mr. Sindin R. Jobs, was honored at a bridal tea on March 4,
1961, in the Social Hall of the
First Mestodist Church. Hostesses
were Mrs. Martha Jackson, Mrs.
Jo Ann Humphreys, and Mrs.
Glenda Smith.
A dainty pink shower umbrella
decorated the table holding the
pink punch and party cakes trimmed in small pink flowers.
The pink color scheme was carried through by pink satin ribbon entwined in wedding bells as
a centerpiece on tables holding the
gifts and on the piano.
Miss Culver was attired in a
navy lace dress with white ac'•cessories. The honoree was pre- Embroidered leaves and berries
sented a corsage of pink and white entwine on this feminine overCarnations by the. hostesses.
blcuse, in Springmaid's p o itt a
The honoree's mother, Mrs. Ivy cotton. It is a Macshore Classic.
• • • •
Culver, and the groom elect's mother, Mrs. S. G. Jobs, were each
TAKE TEXTURE
presented a corsage of white carnations by the hostesses.
Textured fabrics contribute to
• • • •
the important look of spring handIMMITAT1ONS
bags. Softly rounded or tall and
Miracle fibers that carefreely slim bags are shaped from bur p,
imitate silk or cotton get wide homespun and t.pestries with r—suse in girls' dresses,
ed stitching
—

The Foundational Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
held a potluck dinner at the home
of Mrs. Don Keller on South 12th
Street on Monday evening at 6- 30
o'clock.
Mrs. Keller, Mrs. Hugh Eddie
Wilson, and Mrs. Charles Hale
were the hostesses. The dinner
was aerved from the dining table
centered with an azalea. The small
tables were decorated with a bud
vase filled with yellow chrysanthemlanS.
Those attending were Mesdames
Bill McDougal, Vernon Nance,
Virgil Harris, Irvin Gilson, Bob
Ward, Tuggle Baughn, John N.
Purdom, James Jones, James Hamilton, Jim Irby, G. T. Brandon,
Gene Cathey,' Gus Robertson, Jr.,
Evon Kelly, Edgar Shirley, and
the hostesses.

•

Tesseneer Home Is
„Scene Dinner Meet
Of Fidelis Class

WEDNESDAY — MARCH 22, 1061

Engagement Announced

NOW!

The next meeting will be in the
home of Miss Mary Montgomery
on Friday,'April 21. at 130 o'clock.
• • • •
REVIVE SEERSUCKER

AST TIMES
IONIGHT

FRANK SINATRA - DEAN MARTIN

"OCEAN'S
in

ELEVEN"

COLOR

Stwang 1b711444
"
/
!ALFRED HITGROCK'S
NEW ,-•--'L-FREE
EXCITm E t•I
r,,IT!

NUM

ANIHONV PROS
VERAMILES
JOhN 114VIN

e

I hare *shed that no one be
admitted Id Use theatre after
the start of each performance.
This, of course. is to help you
enioy PSYCHO morel

JANEI lEIGH.NotiCPM
Rth WOW.sonlig
oagaISKikt)
swim rami*gulert teo 1
Wow

.thMISSION * ADULTS 62s lit1.1/111:\
—0p-en—T1ifirs. an& Fri. at
- Features
Start at: 7:11i- and 0115.

POSITIVELY NO ONE
ADMITTED

AFTER FEATURE STARTS:

PUBLIC
SALE

.1

AT THE J. H. WATSON FARM
Located 31/2 Mlles Northeast of Farmington

Saturday, March 25 at 10:00 a.m.
offcrc,1 iI
• 1949 Ford Tractor with Plow,
Disc and Cultivator - 1959 Ford Mower - 109
One and One-Half
Ton Truck - John Deere Wheat Drill
- John Deere
Fertilizer Spreader - Horse Drawn
Shovel Cultivator - International Corn Drill - Two
Wheel Trailer Horse Drawn Wagon - Rubber Tired
Wagon.
e One Mule - Two Brood Sows
(bred) - 1?
Shoats - Four Beef Cows with Calves
- Four Bred
Cows - Four Bred Heifers - One
Two Year Oki
Heifer - One Holstein Heifer - One
White Face Bull
- Twelve Hole Hog Feeder - One
Chain Hoist - One.
Lot of Hay - Dehorner - Some
Household Goods Several Horse Drawn Tools - and
Many Other Items.
FOR PRIVATE SALE: ONE 100
ACRE FARM
AND ONE 140 ACRE FARM
Al 1 1111111s11111101'a —
••

N‘ATS(IN,
Luxurious loolcsaf lace, important
Seersucker re.. i.. al . 'noted in for spring '61, is displayed here
sportswear, casual
I
, childin a dress that glides through the
ren's wear. New colors and pat- eveniTig hours. Tiered skirt and
tern.. soeh as plain-and-puckered I scalloped bodice a re accented
'rase . give it freshness and in- with chiffon. It's in "Ban-Lo
ndi\ idaslity•
lace.

N‘ATSON,

Is\ •
A tic
r —
I:1 II( \ A 11 1 111111l:E.%

p.
.11

44 •
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a
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BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service
Ledger & Times

(
rina
F--

MENS CLOTHING
Graham-Jackson

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Bert Parrish

.

PL 3-1916

PL 3-4961

OIL DISTRIBUTORS
a

rURE
contribute to
! spring handi or tall and
from bur p.
ries with Ails-

Ledger & Times

4

TOOL RENTAL

Ky. Lake Oil co.
PL 3-1223
Bilbrey's
PL 3-5617
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
Mowers and Roto Tillers
Western Auto

PL 3-3864

DEPARTMENT STORES
Lerman's
PL 3-1247

PAINT STORES
Tidwell Paint Store

PL 3-3080

PRINTING
DRUG STORES
Scott Drugs ..

Ledger & Times

r

k Ira,:kJLIIIIII111111111

PL 3-1916

NOTICE

PL 3-2547

FURNITURE STORES
Mart

EXTRA NICE HOUSE ON A NICE
shady lot, two bedrooms and den,
large living room with a fireplace,
large kitchen with lots of cabieets,
nice dining area, with wall to wall
carpeting in living and dining area.
Also completely air - conditioned

Southside Restaurant

PL 3-3892

PL 3-2403
Triangle Inn

PL 3-4953

GROCERY STOFES
iaas Ka:id Market PL 3-4882
Free Delivery Service

NEW FREEZERS 15, 17, 21 cu. ft.
Priced right — at Gambles, next to
Jeffrey.s
m24c

SERVICE STATIONS
Walston-Young Tex.

PL 3-2810

HARDWARE STORES
Douglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main

Storks

.71

i THOMAS
AND ELECTRICAL , with electric heat
&same.1 Opportunities Service is TV
and one and onenow open a 411 South half baths
Larated one block from
.th Street. Phone PLaza 3-1968.
the col:ege. Any reasonable offer
RELP WANTED
;
I
KREME KONE AND SANDWICH
m25c will be considered. Roberts
Realty,
business, located East Side of Kenphone PL 3-1651.
m23c
tucky Lake on U.S. Highway 68.
'DUE TO TRANSFER WELL es
,
Has been operated profitably for
taolished route in Murray for mar
I
371FOOT PRAIRIE SCHOONER, in
I :led man. Car and refere
three years. Good returns on innces neegood 'conditirn. Only $995.00. Also;
!ssary. Opportunity to earn over
vestment and time spent. Owner NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
28-foot metal trailer $650.00. Call
wants to sell or lease on purchase .iouse on South 13th street ex1160 Weekly with 580 per week
CH 7-9066, Mayfield or see Earl I
agreement p I a n. Representative tended by owner. Livuig room
guarantee to start. Write Fuller
Mathews, across from the Pipeline
panell
will be at place Friday, March 24,
Brush Co., 422 Columbus Ave..
ed in mahogany. Utility Servic
e Station on the Paducah !
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to meet room. Phone PE 3-3632
Paducah, Ky. 'Phone 443-2777.
Road, Mayfield.
m25c
interested parties. For information
m22c
ph o n-e TU 5-8421, Hopkinsville, BLACK HAWK CORN PLANTER
Kentucky. Munday, Lacy and Ped- and David Bradley manure spread- 1955 F 0 R D CUSTOMLINE V-8
er. 'See Mrs. Harry Coles near with straight shift. Phone P 3- TUPPERWA
en Insurance, Real Estate.
RE HOME PARTIES
raft
4658 or see owner at 402 N. 8th
Green Plain or call PL 3-2518.
has opening for 2 full time and 2
after 5 p.m.
m24p part
m22nc
time dealers, car necessary.
F or further information Contact
CIVITAN PANCAKE TICKETS. 30 GOATS. SEE
FRED Kirkland. Evelyn Palmer, Kirksey
Route 2
All you can eat and drink $1.00. A Coldwater.
m24p Phone 489-2481.
COMMERCIAL. 'a/all RESIDEN- nice
m23c
building for the School of
tial buiit-up roofing. Free
esti- New Hope is our goal. Don't miss
mates. References. C a 11 collect the chance to help
a retarded child.
.
Klapp Roofing a n d Sheetmetal, If you have not
purchased a CiviMayfield. Kentucky, CHapel
tan
Pancake Ticket, call any Civi73816.
march29e 1 tan member. We will deliver.
in23nc

RESTAURANTS
Idorgan's Furn

Lf2r‘2.
ALE

PL 3-3234

. . PL 3-1916

AUCTIONEER

and berries
ninine ov•riid's Poitt a
bore Classic.
•

111F\c'1 3(JYT°ESELL

1441w.

F.A
- UCTION SAIf

Whiteway Service Sta. PL 3-9121

PL 3-1227

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

INSURANCE

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
'en Insurance .... PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times

l'!,

JEWELRY
Furches Jewel!)
, .... PL 3-2835

TV SALES & SERVICE

Murray Jewelry .... PL' 3-1606 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-35:
Next to Varsity

LADIES READY TO WEAR

VARIETY STORES

Dol'ar Store
PL 3-4823
Opposite

PL 3-3597
Varsity Theatre

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heart
I
felt appreciation to all of the neighbors, friends and relatives who;
were so kind to us during the illness and death of my dear husband. Richard Self.
. We want to thank the Max
H.
Churchill Funeral Home for their
words of sympathy, and kindness
during my darkest hour. Also the
singers for the beautiful songs. We
want to thank the different churches in Calloway County that contributed money, also to Calloway
County High School and New Concord School, and everyone for the
beautiful flowers, kind words, food
and money.
Also we want to thank Brother
William McKinney for his comforting words.
May God bless each of you.
the Family: Wife Juanita. daughters Pearl Self and Mrs. Mary.
Copley, and son William Self. '

MAY GET POST—Mrs. Marie
McGuire, head of the San Antonio, Texas, Housing Authority is reportedly President
Kennedy's choice for the post
of Commissioner of Public
Housing. Friends are expecting an aruaounceuaent soon.

1)

.PUBLIC- SALE AT THE J. H. Wit-son Farm, located 31 miles Northeast of Farmington, Saturday, March 25 at 1000 a.m. The following
items will be offered at auction:
1949 Ford tractor with plow, disc
and cultivator, 1959 Ford mower,
1949 one and one-half ton Ford
truck, John Deere wheat drill,
John Deere fertilizer spreader, horse drawn shovel cultivator, International corn drill, t w o wheel
trailer, horse drawn wagon, rubber
tired wagon, one mule, two brood
sows tbrecie 19 shoats. four
beef
cows with calves, four bred cows,
four bred heifers, one two-_year
cdt
heifer, one Wolsteln heifer,
one
white face bull, twelve hole
hog
feeder .one chain holse, one lot
of
hay, dehorner. some house
hold
goods, several horse drawn tools
t and many other items. For
private
I code: one 100 acre farm_
and PIM
140 acre f a r m. Administrato
rs,
John Watson. Murray. Ky.,
Noble
Watson. Farmington, Ky. Auctio
neer, Byron AlderdIce.
m24c
_

L I L' AINER
WE wANTS
THEY'RE
6 PASSPORTS
LIVING
FURNACES!! TO LOWER
SLOBBOVIA7

-1;r111:Ifi
•KIVU
KASAI
,Luisabiot

ACROSS

1-Brawl
trollop.)
9-Dry
10- Tavern
11-Cutting edge
13-Choose
16-Placed
194Trials
21-Sound a
horn
22-Scattered
25-Fairies
27-Sting
30-Solis
22-Wide awake
34-Repast
36-Grief
37-Wipes out
31-Ignore
40-Evening
Party
41-10th
President
44-Male bee

1-Stone carved
In relief
6-Brazilian
estuaries
11-Thorny
bushes
12-Greek
marketplaces
14-Note of scale
15-Caudal
appendage
17-Purpose
18-Emmet
30-Chaire
23-Female deer
24-Profound
26-Wild
festivities
; 28-Officer
Commanding
(abbe,)
29-Ancient
chariot
31-Sleeping
13-1)ecorats
.45-River (luck
2
16-Covets
V44
39-Take from
12-Conjunction
13-Remain erect
45-Ancient
14
Asia Minor
city
41-Youngster
Is
19
48-Calumniate
_5
13.
0-Seaame
24
51.97.4k•re
-Part df
skeleton
29
66-Note of scale
56-Corn. back
33
59-Closer
II-Bristles
62-Weird
36 37
DOWN

4

46
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47-Tropical
fruit
49 - Dirk
52-Wheel track
54-Organ of
heariug

5

6

57-Sun god
58-Compass
point
60-A t, ats
taLbr
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DT.ong-legged
birds
2-Three -toed
Bluth
3-Encountered
4-Pertods of
time
5-Willow
3-Parent
(rollop.)
7-8/mbol for
sliver

3
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ARUTAIJTY AREA— Map locates the Congo's Kivu Province and town of Kama,
where brutalities by troops
loyal to rnurdered Patrice
Lumumba are reported. Reports say an American missionary was criminally attacked repeatedly, nuns were
forced to dance nude, priests
were clubbed and forced to
confess to martyrdom of
Lumumba, as the "Christ of
the Congo."

CR6SSWORD PUZZLE

1

THE FIRST OF VERY MANY—Making her first
sive:in:1nel Cs
First Lady at a public function, Mrs. John
F. Kennedy cut
a ribbon to officially open the Ilth annual
National Cnpit-.1
Flower and Garden Show. She is pinnin
g a pink rose on
Tommy Thacker, 7, Adelphl. Ald, a
cerebral palsy
_

THE CONGO.
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I:ERES
OPS PERCE GCRILLA
RATING HIS
CHEST AS THE
INHABITANTS
jle• OF NE JUNGLETR:EAS.BLE WITH
FEAR!
^4

NOW NE SIGHTS NE 14ELPLESS
MAIDEN.. HE MODES TO
CARRY HER OFF...
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E4 GOTTA 3010
SLOBBOVIA,FaOUR
\ HEALTH -AN'\NE
WANTS TO TAK E
OUR CFILLUNff

0110P
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,z THEY IS
PERFECKL../
NORMAL!!

GRANT
PASSPORTS
TO SLOBBOVIA
TO NORMAL
PF-OPLE.r.rVOU'L
HAVE TO
LEAVE THEM
HERE!!

lit
SWEET MUSIC—Jesse Ceet, second violinist of the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, listens to Ilona Kertess play
a
$10,000 Guadagnird violin—the same Instrument stolen from
him last December. Ilona got the violin from her father,
Irving, who said he got It Feb. 27 as repayment of a 1,35
loan from •former employe, who said he gut It from a dead
Oddier in Puerto Rico. Police are Investigating.

ngton

a.m.

SPECIAL

id CultiOne-Half
in Deere
CultivaTrailer 3n.

NANCY
PAIR OP QUEENS — Kathy
Kersh (left) of Los Angeles
and Linda Gray of Culver
City stand at poolside In Las
Vegas, Nev., as winners of a
trip there by virtue of a
"draw" in a California beauty
contest. The judges couldn't
come out with Just one winner in the "Model of the
Year" ccelev.lition.

by Ernie Ruahmillor
1N0--NOT THAT
HOT DOGAN

THERE'SA

MODERN
/01ER CH AtA ON SE.
ic
'ROTECTEE) AG PN\I-kS1

ONE ON
THE NEXT
BLOCK

A,

FALLOUT

HORSE SALE

I - 1?
)ti r Brea
'ear Old
ace Bull

Friday, March 24 at 7:00 p.m.,
SADDLE HORSES - WORK HORSES - MUL
ES
PONIES

st - One
Goods T Items.

HOT
0965
AMIE AN' SLATS

• Buyers

by Raeburn Van Surest

will be on hand for any type Horse,
Mule or Pony:

FARM

QuAwriut luntsEs -

C

WALKING HORSES, and
SHETLAND PONIES NV/LC IIE AT THE SALE
FROM OTHER AREAS!
— BRING YOUR HORSES AND MULES —

till'

I

Murray Livestock Co.
South Second Street

Murray, Ky.

r .
tar.. •
Jean Keni and Lionel Jeffries
satirize romance in the comedy
romp. "Please Turn Over." The
comedy Li the story of a teenager who writes a best-seller
about - her suburban parents'
"private lives", and plays today and Tbuestlay at the Varalb: Theatre,
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Rambler Missing
From Lineup In
Gas Economy Run

Soft Water
For The Horne
Reality

VISOUNIIMPK91

10(11

mere infant, should sell between
4'75,000 and 500.000 home units
this year, "Lindsay said.
"That's 75,000 to 100,000 above
last year. And we have a huge
market to nibble at in coming
years. More thag 85 per cent of
the country has water hard erunie.h
to need immediate treatment.

LOS ANGELES. March 11 gambler, top ecosomy winner in
the Mobilgas Economy Run in 135:v
and 1960. was miriing from the
line-up when the 1961 run gct under way here this morning.
After a quarter of a century of
BY L•ROY POPE
American Motors today withdraw
NEW YORK ITO - The home trying, the home water softener
from the 1961 Mobilgas Economy water softener
industry has only succeeded in
Boleros Popular
has a good chance
Run for U. S. Stock cars because of jumping
saturating about " per cent of
it
sales
to
mil$250
abunBoleros are also in
.according to
"an economy run that bars readily lion this
year and of almost dou- its raitential mark ta
dance as cover-ups for twoavailable stock cars from such an bling that
Lindsay.
by
1965, according to
piece, full-skirted dresses and
event Is .ot
true :iompd'itive President James Lindsay
of the
to top sheaths or blouses and
Ti' reason that progress will
test of economy."
Union
Tank Car Company's Lindakirts.
fii•'er from now on, he said, is
"'We are certain that the Ameri- say
6
Division.
because the new units are small
can people have Asidered the Mo"The, industry, which still is a and long-lasting and require, lit.
bfgas Run as a test of the :elative
i'p in t‘t way of ph mbing instalecenomy of the stock U. S. cars
latlor. They no longer are so large
eh'ch they can purehc.se at dealer- requiremeits," Abernithy s,id.
"The Rambler American Custom and unwieldy that tliey have to
ships," Roy Abernethy, AM executive
'd
.d. "H •
, with manual transmission meets he relegated to the basement.
this will not be true of the 1961 the technical requirements of the
The Midwest. Southwest and
run because as a result of irtvitr3ry published contest rules far (less
Far West generally have the hard
rulings, the most economical Ram- A. It, is a standard automobile nrowr!
:he Southeast and East
bler model we sought to enter has duced in quantity and regularly of- est
fered for sale to the public through 'he softest.
not been permitted to compete."
Abernethy said the Rambler normal retail channels."
Women espreciate soft water,
American Custom with stand3rd
In addition to this discriminatory Lindsay said., He recalled that&
transmission was barred from the ruling
against Rambler, the Amer- not so long ago they would sae
run when it was not permitted to ican
Custom model with automatic out barrels to catch rain water
enter Class A, the only class in the transmission
•
was permitted to en- in order to wash their hair in it.
event open to compact cars equip- ter Class
B only with a carburet.r Men dislike shaving in hard waped with standard transmission.
that is no longer standard in pro- ter. They also are vocal about
"Although the rules plainly would duction,
the dollar losses when hard water
Abernethy said.
permit entry of the American Cuscorrodes brass and copper plumbtom with manual transmission, the
-Early this year, we made a run- ing fixtures and tears clothing,
car was ruled out on the grounds ning change in carburetors that are Lindsay said.
that it is not our lowest priced standard equipmeat on all of our
model, "he said. -No such limita- 125-horsepower, overhead-valve six
"Hard water takes the flavor
tion is made in the rules covering cylinder engines," Abernethy said. out of coffee and tea. shrivels,
entries in the compact car classes The change was rna:!e standard vegetables and robs foods of vitaand such a ruling prevents this :n production before the January mins."
year's Mobilgas Economy Run from 23 deadline specified in the Mobilbeing a test of the economy of all gas Run rules, and it is completely
cars readily available to the gener- arbitrary to bar this impr.,vement."
al public."
"We have always welcomed the
The same model with overdrive
opportunity to demonstrate Namrecently swept its class and was the bier's
outstandiag economy against
'over-all economy champion in the
rnpetive car; We v-e ready to
Pore Oil Economy Trials at Day:.
Meet any competitive ohallenge to
tone Beach. taking the,lint _SilL Rambler
supremacy in the -area.
places.
,
e camomv Va.?, the test is basThe Pure Oil event was wide ed on relative econamy
such as
open to U. S. stock cars, and there- the P r Oil
.176,11: Trials. ra•
fore permitted a true contest of Ihez t:ian on the basis of
-rbitrary
the relative fuel economy of all considerations no: directly :elate!
Beautify thp Home
. American-built compact,, and other t f..,
with
'eco-orn•
f
e rv "he said.
ecnn..imy 'Ur; pay n irr.-lartant role
Wrought Iron
I —
The winding Rambler posted an as 3 means of gi.nirg Informati.o
age f 25.83 m.!es per gallon i fir a••
• tilt:.
.Dransatize the decor of
at an aver_ ge speed of 40.17 miles I "tlow.....er. 1, -orunav
contrite
•
•
)
'a:
your home with ornaper hour over a stop-and-go course of Americarthuilt cars are to
be .
; designed to approximate actual avmental wrought i r o n.
•hs•bl
^5'01'.,jhen
erage 'riving conditions. The ?am- they most be open to aH streic rs
Choose here from many
b.er Arnerizan, he -ad, has never Any ruling winch excl.:cies inake,c
graceful designs for inher beaten in any o.ficial
I mi ior
ere in
1
.iniv
run.
Nipagt6t.ivessictrvterior
and exterior emrice.
sal";
v"lumc
agoesia•Zoiiiiirg
sindird
'woolens and Worsteds of Awegellgla
-The intent an pie posa of t!.e ell' nm
hellishment.
s 11.-zr.m nstiry, unre'ii
••• °created tr..s tree-piece charmer
A TWO-IIECER is by Bernatl. It features
TUE BIAS-CUT SKIRT of this costume.
”cbilgas eve it is -aid to he ill- I lated to fuel economy and defeats
with navy grvsgrain trim.
.
a waist-length jacket and a slender skirt.
Guy D. design, is worn with bolero lacksb
demonstration of the relative fur, • ••• aurpose of economy competiecanomy of U. S. cars therefore tion."
MURRAY MACHINE & el
any manufacturer should be perAbernethy pointed out that, the
TOOL COMPANY
Mined to enter the car which has , Rambler American Custom achieved
Ind. Rd.
PL 3-3474
been engineered and designed to the highest MPG in the 1960 and
NOV/ YOU KNOW
TV shows have been written due. couldn't sit at a typewriter un- provide the greatest fuel economy, 1961 Pure Oil Economy
Trials as
ing this turni&e.it time
tong as it is fully available- to let-a-hit-feet were-inunersed in a
as in lest year's -Mobilgas Er-n:
Warren. the godson of the late pot of hot water. He claimed it the public and meets all tedmical notny Run.
American novelist F. Scott 11 something for his head
p-elsI
. •
Fitzeeru.d. said he actually acHEAT ei...114PS
"Arirther writing friend of mine.'
quired the habit of night writing
AIR-00s40171061ERS
quite successful too, would not at• •tri Fitzgerald.
ALFP'11 Dt'ACAN
-Scott used to write all night tempt one word on -The typewriter
ELECTRIC
BY DOUGLAS DILTZ
long.
usually tiatning in et the until he stood on his head, against
So. lEtt
r.
PL 3 4e.'-1
Irst•
.1
3 wall, for fully 20 minutes. He •
tOd a '
S
PI
Charles first signs of the dawn's early
claimed the blood rushed to his
st tele- light - and I guess I acquired
head bathed his brains in inspire- I
•ision
'he habit from him."
Considered an authority on the tion."
-.rep - daricg
r,octurri
."rai towels/1 the
:ate shoyi,ti Civil War and the frontier West,
Another writer, said Warren, deWarren said much of his writing
'
brelifa
mended a full supply of toothinvo've, painstaking research triter-producer-di- I requiring many hours of concen- picks before launching into creT/r. Yet
508 W. Main St.
Telephone PL 3-2621
ative prose - prefering to pick I
teadde
s time clot* when !ration.
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
his teeth and brain simultane:dtd bids good ral.,14111 1.14tketer- 1. "And there's no better
time to ously.
.flugs,, marching soldiers and I do real
concentrating than after
- • .Star SpanCed Baoner.".
I midnight Business hours are over, • "Oddly enough" said Warren
-I've been a so-railed 'Midnight nhreies are silent and the
casual speaking of the latter writer. "this
wi &ter tor
" ob-erved the
cud visitor finds the hour ask- was not too unusual aa writers go,
prodt.rei of such TV shows as ward :ndeed for persona! tete-a- except that this chap wore false
"Gunsmoke," "R aw hid e" and tetes"
teeth."
Oatretkinger"- on -cEttrvy,
Although the hours he keeps
For All Makes of Cars
"I do my be,
•t,erniniehtiated writ- are unusual for most people, War• BODY WORK
• PAINTING
FRANKFORT. Ky. 121 - A "Mu• REPAIRS
t -ucter, the hours of mid- ren does not consider
his noctL rnis.; and 6 a.rn
almost as if at writing habit out of the ordin- scum of Kentucky Industrial ProRambler News is good! March Sales are running at an all-time
gress" u ill be set up soon in Freee hour autamatically turns on ars insofar as writers go.
record
Flicwilairgrioluannelsatantih eExKpoesnituu,cmkyceStater
rate. That's right! Mort. people bought Ramblers in the first
tronkine proet‘s when I'm
1'106
third of
Mot writers. he said. have on:
St.
PL-,a 3-2661
March than in any similar period in Rambler history!
,
1 1a, C. 001115 when it comes
to4at. Louisville William E. Cummings. I
-•
screenplay5, e•-iting their work
Yes-Rambler leads the economic upswing as more car buyers
done•
_
'of the center's sales staff• said the I
discover
that Rambler Excellence gives a bonus on every car dollar
knerv a writer once who exhibit will be permanent.
they invest.
'SOME Or Otte Ott
eNttrnples of the marked
ALeticzul dev...Igntif9 Lace gone' trend Loa ard checks this
.Sn for cheCLZAA.0,tjayityl•eawn.
Each ottfit Is of checked
Jtmericim woolen and each
Variety
„_
• lde'fi.
features the new shorter0 Bigiboldelfelegat-77C.netKW,
'length jacket. But there the
i n-al:Jad
(Isneidll
!am
varl ecksfIstart
. utarity ends.
echty of
en In a scIde
• ions from top COaLS to nooz.1jacket Cuts Vary
length evcnln,g goWil3.*.ii'Sa'44 Some of the jackets are
er, The three tityle5 riclared tailored with three - quarter1111,)11/110 CC5t=ae.3 illnd length sleeves, boxy cuts and
)he -•".• sogReessemeseetla,

this;via&

-

cardigan necklines. Others env
very fitted and detailed with
stand-away collars, elbow
sleeves and either fabric,
covered .ur contrasting bona
buttons.
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4EIRISION WRITER
WOW{S IN IIIS SLEEP I ':reat
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RAMBLEE
MARCH SALES
AT ALL-TIME
RECORD HIGH!

COMPLETE BoDy sHop .
DUBLIN AUTOS INC
V4E. HAVE IT!

Now Is A Good Time To Buy!

NIINARCH

PORTABLE BY

REMINGTON
Gives You 12 EXTRA FEATURES
never before assembled on any portable under 81001

Rambler means business! Right now, Rambler dealers are out
after even
more sales with the kind of fair-and-square liberal deals that
car buyers
can't afford to pass by. Used car prices have firmed. That
means your
present car is worth more in trade now on a new Rambler.

1. SINGLE KEY SETS
COLUMNS
INDENTS,
2. 7-COLOR RIBBON &
STVICIL
CONTROL'
3. ERASURE TABLE ON
CYLINDER!
4. REMOVABLE TOP
COVER'
5. C:118RATED SCALE
ON PAPER
BAIL'
S. CALIBRATED PAPER
TABLE!
7. CARO & WRITING
LINE SCALE'
8. ADJUSTABLE PAPER
EDGE GUIDE'
D. VARIABLE LINE
SPACER'
10. CARRIAGE CENTERING
LOCK!
11. TOUCH REGULKOR!
12. LIGHTER WEIGHT!

Why Is Rambler Breaking Sales Records?
Compact cars are capturing an ever-growing snare of
the new car
market. Why does Rambler continue to hit new sales heights?
Because
Rambler is better than the big cars and best of the
compacts. Here are
the reasons:
ONLY RAMBLER offers 3 distinct
sizes of compact cars
RAMBLER IS voted most troublefree by owners
RAMBLER OFFERS America's lowest prices

$8995

see Greene Wilson
at Ledger & Times
Office Supply Department
Dial PLaza 3-1916

eeoee•---elte
•r

ALL RAMBLERS HAVE such exclusive quality features as Deep-Dip
rust proofing way up to the roof...
rattle-free Single-Unit construc-

tion ...C
,eramic-Armored muffler
and tailpipe designed to far
Outlast ordinary mufflers
RAMBLER'S RECORD ECONOMY
proved by 11 years and 35
billion
owner-RdArimveBnLEnniiie
ONLY
has
s
a compact
car for ix H
O -Afs
ootteorpti
RAMBLER
resale value
proved by official Used Car
Guides

Ask Your Neighbor About His Rambler
norsmitiVft

.1 r

•-•

He'll tell you Why Rambler dealers sell twice as many
compact cars per
dealer as most other dealer groups. And your Rambler
dealer can give
you a better deal on the best of the ...)f.ppaCtS.
Drive,Rambler-world
standard of compact car excellence!
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RAMBLER DEALERS ARE DEALING! COME IN
TODAY!
I GET IT CLEAR: BOYS
Jim Copeland nett), freshman, Paducah,
Bnircat Gentry, freLhman. Dew•on Spr;tigs, and Bob Kendrick. sophomore. Murray, appear to be very busy Si Phi Mu Alpha's car wash
gaturday
Five Points.

Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.

515 Sout 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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"Here's What They Thought Of Suits Falling
Next", Is New Spring Story Into Th7e
Categories

lkabrics reach the "here's what One is
trevel. The same clothing
they thought of next" stage in the must
be comfortable in widely
spring of '61. New yarns, new differing climates.
fabric insulating materials offer
The other factor is the early
Men's business clothes for spring
advantages both in beauty and Easter, with
an accompanying in- fall into three big divisions of conpracticality.
terest in spring apparel that can structions and weights, according
Nylon stretch yarns give pli- start early
a n d continue after to the American Institute of Men's
fa
ability to an increasingly wide Easter.
and Boys' Wear, and there are at
range of fabrics. Theraore stretch
Tweeds, open basketvceaves, knit least six or seven overlappi
ng
silks, satins, denims, Worskesta and and crochet
effects create an airy styles from which to choose.
laces: Stretch nylon and rayon impressio
n. The liking for ribbed
Never before has it been so
in fabrics with a poplin effects continues, with
twills and easy for the average man to find
arpearance, "peau" or corded ef- ottomans
. There's .4 new softer exactly the right type and style
fects.
look to many worsteds, achieved of suit to meet his needs.
Pliability of the stretch fabrics, by the addition
of mohair loops.
For eevample, consider the three
along with firmness for tailoring,
Knits take an important place. basic weights. In most sections
of
appeals to designers, who have They're
'
,practical for travel, and the countiy the weather from early
developed experimental fashion- beautiful
for spring's pliant silh- spring until well into May is still
applications that they feel will
ouettes.
quite chilly, but warmer than
interest American women.
As a quality fabric with an any- wintry.
The "laminates" are atracting climate character
, silk receives
Thus, for the early spring seaattention. One such material is a
much attention from designers son we find a relatively new fabmulticellular plastic foam with inBoth smooth sophistication
n d ric category called "midweights."
"Sating properties. The foam can
rustic textured effects are noted in These are not as heavy as winter
be permanently laminated, it is
the new silks.
weights nor are they as light as
said, to virtually any fabric, and
Among the many cottons and summer weights.
because the foam is an insulator,
blends, an old favorite bids for a
As we move into late spring and
the fabric with which it is united comeback
. Seersucker — probably early summer, tropical weights are
'becomes suitable for outerwear.
the original "wash and wear" fab- the choice of a businessman seekThe fabric remains drapable and
ric — seems headed for renewed ing comfort plus crisp appearance.
light in weight, and the insulation
popularity.
These fabrics may be blends of
results in garments that are com• • • •
worsted with man-made fibers, allfortable in both cool and warmer
topical worsteds, blends of moweather.
hair or silk with worsted, or allAStill another new development
silks for the fellow seeking a touch
fabric finish that Is said to
of luxury.
.,ke fabrics "as waterproof as
However, few summer garments
rubber," yet the fabric keeps the
managed to withstand the clammy
ability to "breathe."
discomfort of the hot humid weaNew synthetic yarns are used in
ther of mid-summer of the rigors
a variety of fabrics. Improvements
of summer travel until new feaare all in the direction of higher
therweight suitings came along.
fabric quality, more interesting apAmong the favorite featherweights
pearance and wash-and-wear deSpritely shoes in sunbright 'cia- are the increasingly popular washpendability.
wears.
Two factors place th empbasIS lors. accent simple, airy costumes
-•Three Sufic , Welsh!'
tiklit weight in spring woolens thT; gbring. Fefilinine footviear is
These three basic weights and
a d worsteds, and an increasing; slimmer in shape, more whittled
types come in a wonderful world
use of silks, cottons and blends. at toe and back, and seen in a
of colors and patterns. Soft olive
variety of smooth, grained. suede
shades continue to be among the
and patent leathers.
Not since the pointed toe step- most wanted, while medium to
dark grays, dressy blacks, medium
ped on the feminine scene several seasons ago has there been grayedtans, browns and the always poular navy blues are runsuch an interest in shoe detailing.
ner-up favorites.
ass's Shoe Fashion Service of LeaPlaids, checks and stripes vie
the: Industries of America.
While leather shapes the honed- with neat self-weave patterns and
down needle toe inyi flatteringly plain hopsack-type weaves. The
trim lined the body of the shoe suiting patterns are a bit bolder
than they have been_in the recent
takes on greater fashion styling.
Scallop, scroll and swirl add grace past.
As for styling, suit silhouettes
and femininity to supple leathers.
F'shim is flexible about its apTailored stylft, incorporate over- are Irirri lacketa are a.mite shortproach to spring dresses. The story
er and the lines are etL,y and flatlays and underlays of contrasting
starts v/ith pliable fabrics and
tering..
pli- leathers and hues to give fresh efant styles, and. the sleeveles
American Continental models
s, col- fects. New tip and mudguard et•
larless dress with relaxed lines
have been modified, and are not
fects, refined stitching and per'as
quite
s the mood of the Seasolt faeittiolse ova vamps- f!n41
shon, or as roupged as
..wfdes
-ey we a season ago. The more
Took is achieved in gay ornamentation give color
to
ny ways — with draping
drasticalls modified Continentals
walking shoes.
71Teatik bias cuts. flounce Sores.
are called "Trans-Americans."
hemDaytime shoes show dressmaker
lines. Two piece dresses impress
The now familiar classic natural.
detailing. Contrasting brushed and
shoulder Ivy models are still high
with long and easy overblous
es smooth leathers, grained and lustre
above slim skirts that float on
the leathers, patent and calf leathers up on the fashion lit and have
bias.
actually added new friends with
are draped, tucked and pleated for
their It m. easy fitting lines as
String-tie belts, stoles and ecarf- dressy effect.
Us.< max' accompany the collarless
Evening wear goes dressy too, each season goes by. HoweVer,
some to.mer Ivy gimmicks, such
dress. Sometimes a dress that
as luxurious kid and suede leathseems collarless in front dips
to ers show embroidered and jeweled as back-strapped trousers and lapa graceful cowl collar in back.
seams on business suits, are gone
For treatment. Where daytime footItem the scene.
rcfreching change of pace, rip- wear
boasts more small cutouts
•t.g cape collars appear on
Those who prefer the tailored
sheath this year, after-five shoes show
aribsses.
look go for the California-inspired
more closed toes Patent leather,
American Ambassador model. This
Pair with Coats
chiefly lustrous black, stays out
The easy littic dresses often take
has a Tittle more accent of shoulder
after five in jeweled and ornaline which, combined with its easycover under their own coats,
u mented styles.
the coat-dress ensemble gains
fitting body, gives a flattering line
reAmong the important bright
newed interest this spring 'moresto the mature male figure.
shoe colors this season are orFilT buttons, no-collar
American Natural
or band - anges and violets. Yellow, apricot,
collar necklines a n d shortened
Probably the most widely worn
pink, lavender, honey and fuchsia
style is the conservative American
aleeves characterize many of the
are seen on daytime spectators and
Natural model with its newer slimcoats.
cocktail pumps. and evening sandmed-down lines and lack of exagJ'or dress costumes, there are
als and pumps.
geration that makes it a national
ets with no collars, with ring
Bone and white share the neutcollars, and sometimes, cape colfavorite.
ral picture. :,•ith many other colars. Frequently, a sleveless oneNew for spring is the "Amerlors in paled hues.
ican International" model which
piece dress appears beneath. When
Black patent leather shoes shimcombines the best of many ideas—
the dress is two-piece, its overmer in new, brighter, more flexAmerican, Continental and British
blouse is likely to be in a bold
ible lannare,
—a style that looks at home any;
abstract or floral print.
where in the world where well
Shirts Divide
dressed men gather. It has slightly
New entries for spring include
broader shoulders and lapels, is
the dress with divided, or culotte,
slightly more fitted at the waist
skirt — still a small influence, but
line, but still retains the slim look
aorrowing one — and fresh verthat is the keynote of tad 's stylsions of the coat dress. The latter
ing.
is a dress that, in style and fabric,
can be literally either a coat
or a
dress.
Since styles call for drapable
fabrics, silks and facsimiles of
silk
are well represented. Cotton
and
miracle sheers are notable. espeelo;;as for late day.
Woolens and worsted?' achieve
their own miracles of feather
%light. in new weaves that
are
tran,', ,
, ently sheer.
• • • •
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Spring Fashion Section

panbine

Lotto'

Shoes Show
Sunny Color,
Smart Detail

Fluid Look
Leads Way
hi Dresses

colorful,
lively1
excitingly new
4.

ashions
Its time to think of spring, and spring's inspiring, beclotiful
new fashions. This ;s the season when you';1 see and wear
all

the colors of the roinbc,w. Yo.;I: Le dct;chtvc; 1-,y the
fascinating new ideas in fcibrics. You'll apy.,icve of the

relaxed ease and tho sure Flottery of tile fcminine silhouette.
You'll find fashion ncws for cve;-y member or ;he fa:rsily,
and you'll

7

iLISh10:1:

fo:. the hom:I. See

spring foOlions ir ycur hometown stores ...
and preview them in this newspaper.

Cape ensemble is ri;ika;- is or
bride. Lace cape can be attached to the bark of the faille
taffeta gown. forming a sweeping train. Her diamond jewelry
includes a ribbon•spray pin to
highlight the headress. Gown by
Murray Hamburger.

se

High, collarless neckline; wide,
brief sieves and a wide self sash
keynote a dress in convenient
and comfortable cotton knit. By
Smartie*.

Pinwale corduroy enters spring.
In skirt and jacket for junior
high 'fashionables. Jetcket is lined to, match print blouse. By Sea
Isle.

•

P %fir

Bolder Shapes
Theme Jewelry

LP:DOER & TIAEN' — MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Wedding Fashions
Follow Tradition
In Opulant Ways

WEDNESDAY —

ClIrren bridal collections offer
an enticing selection for the spring
Collcules,(Awn neck.ines and I bride.
imple. supple silhouettes in fashTraditional elegance is retained,
in lead to many Opportunities for along with the air of new fashion.
oing costume jewelry dearnatical- FabrOss are luxurious — lace,
orands,pring designs in okellaoes. ganza, taffeta chiffon, tulle, peau
racelets, earrings and pins are de sole and silks of all_ kinds —
eady to provide important ac- and styling is dramatic.
:nts.
Sheaths and gowns with boufBolder and mar colorful is the fant or bell-shaped skirts take
some. Bead necklaces, long and sweeping trains, some of which
tany-stranded. make use of larger are removable. In fact the con..•ads. In such colors as lilac, pink. vertible aspect•of wedding dresses
me and yellow. Big wooden beads is notable, making many suitable
;spear in their natural form or for a grand ball as well as a wedrtghtly enameled, alone or in ding.
enbination with glass beads.
A lace train, for instance, is reTassels drip from long neck- movable to become a cape. A beadces, and there are pendant ef- ed bolero comes off to show a
..cts on both necklaces and brace- beaded bodice.
ts. Interesting interpretation of
Fashion notes include the deUs is the necklace with large,: tachable tunic. Back interest for
latching pin which can either be another .gown is developed through
ttacheci as a pendant or .used se- a fashionable towl neckline, highirately.
lighted by a silk organza cabbage
To accent back decolletage, some rose.
ecklaces are adjustable to shift
A s4arate lace redingote covieir length,from the front to the
ers a floor-length organza gown,
ack.
while still anotker silk organza
Shapes are not only large but gown has vertical pleating to form
nusual. Coral twigs, shells and cap sleeves bodice and aprnn
sh reflect the nautical inEuencet effect.
n jewelry, while enameled buds]
rusts and insects take inspization such that they could more appro.rom the garden. Delicate butter- priately be called collars. One
.ies and long-stemmed roses are such is royal-looking in pearl loops
. I with sprays of rhinestone and turranslated into pins.
The size of some necklaces is quoise.

Patterned Fabrics Win Favor ,
In Men's New Spring Shirts

r

•

conferenci
leader

Your pride in a fl)de Park suit is not left to chance
...for 111de Park's famous"design conferenc0
e:41k
on ebery moth' guarantees exery suit to Et
exacting standards. Even the 1.iirr 1 commands respect.
That's why we sell more Ilyde Park suits eery year.
It's Use "Lttins" climax to expert tailoring.
Well he proud to show you.

"'—

$59.50

Corn-Austin Co.

Patterned fabrics will make a fashion interest.
Whereas the short
.yeal comeback in business shirts sleeve was outstandi
ng in seasons
for Spring 1961. Britishts- pe strip- past, for this spring
and summer
es, spaced stripes, small overplaids the less conventio
nal three-quarter
and checks will all make the grade sleeve is the
favored length. Stylin soft as well as strong tones of ists of knit shirts
have embellished
blue, gray, tan and red. Ivory and sleeves with vents,
slits and twoolive tones will please the wear- button cuff treatment
so
ers of Ivy-type clothes.
Pockets, too( are not what they
Short-sleeve shirts in all the used to be. Now
they're oversized
popular collar styles will give ad- and noted for detailing.
They apded comfort to the business-man pear at the bottom
of the shirt and
in the warm weather, especially on the sleeve as
well as in conthose made of the ventilated tab- ventional places.
ries.
Sports shirts in both cut-andsewn and knit styles will be seen
more frequently in the pullover Men
'
s
models. Engineered designs with
Small
shapes continue to set
special cuffs get new treatments.
Scarf prints, batiks, madras effects the style pace in men's hats for
and stripes will oe mang the other spring. Look for more medium
patterns. Look for more deep solid shades as opposed to the dark
shades for wear with boldly pat- colors that have dominated felt
styling for the past several years.
terned jackets and slacks.
Lightweight, crushable bodies
Pull-over sports shirts feature
deep front plackets with three and will be more popular than ever.
four buttons. On some shirts, the These will be used in dressy modplacket practically reaches the els as well as in the casual shapes.
New col•rs will be in the olive
of the slacks.
There's news, too, in neck styl- family — gray-olives and browning. High V necks, boat-necks, olives. Soft mixture blends will
cross-over necks, and many with mark the new grays, browns and
fancy colorful designs, give sports bronze shades. Deep-dish brims
shirts a sportier, more American with decided downturns in front
and upturns in back are another
cannotation.
Sport shirt sleeves have lots of fashion-worthy note.

Suit Skirts,
Jacket Lines
Are Varied

Embioidery, Net
, Here To Adorn All
Lengths Of Gloves

Arm-baring tendencies of spring fashions give gloves a chance
to star in all lengths. Both the
short shorties and the glove that
New generous coat shapes make reaches lip midarm attain new imroom for suits beneath. and so portance
-twee- the importance of a new - Pretty.
rlyerno
open-wor
ipe
lun ork
k for
is Pr
suit for the spring wardrobe. Suit etibyai
gcsi
lo‘;s
ki
! styles, and especially the -many in leather, cotton, nylon. Lace inserts,
eyelet embroidery, fagoting
I colors, meet the demand beautiand perforations beckon to the refully.
freshing spring air. Shirring, stitch•
Silhouettes show news and ing, pleating and icallops add decvariety. Jackets are fashionable orative notes. Sometimes the de, in every length from bolero to tailing is asymmetrically placed.
tunic. Shorter ones are interestTiny '*at% 1 Nand ft. rhineetones
ing becaose they reveal the gather- sparkle on dreny gloves, while
waistlines of newly eased skirts. little bows adorn gloves that go
' Gores, pleats, bias cuts assist in with suits. Floral appliques accent
the trend to more skirt fullness. other gloves, and pearl and covered buttons are also on hand.
Jackets Vary
Two-color combinations emphaJacket shapes offer a choice size that this is a fashion
season
• ranging from relaxed cardigan and of many and lovely hOes.
New apboxy styles to tightly fitted, with proach to black and
white finds
- bat* blousing. Necklines follow white cotton shorties
piped with
the little-or-no collar trend. Drap- black patent leather,
and twoed or scarf necklines and away- one linen cuffs on gloves
are anfrom-the-neck collars also are not-,time
other fresh idea.
able.
Gloves can elect to copy a coscola, or they can stay neuiThe longer. easier jackets are
often belted in leather or loosely Ails in white, black, navy or beige.
Ttf
unen
rey's yeplo
eity
..c. ai color variety.
sashed in aeif fabric.
in lively brights o r tempting
The variod suit styles all em- pastels.
phasize figure flattery and wearChoices offered include orange,
The big accent is on color. oak, rase, green, violet and blue,
with vivid strawberry pink leading the way. Designers see these
bright suits as especially effective
COLLARLESS LOON
under light or dark coats.
Many fa%hions abandon collars
Fabrics Are Airy
a:together; others have band or
Boldly patterned t weeiso_big ring collars. For contrast there are
checks and plaids appear.
ultra-wide collars.
—
As for fabrics, they have been
selected with a view to making
saits comfortable fur wear either
under coats or in warmer weather.
There are many silks, and woolens
tend to airy, meshy textures and
light weights.

Don't be fooled

by ficticious aria.
ins! Compare anywhere and
se* why Encore is your
BIGGEST dsgmond
ring buy.

CARRY ENVELOPES
Underarm handbags in elongated
_envelope shape appear in textured
fabrics and bright straws. Pink,
orange, turquoise and green are
among the colors frequently seen.

$79.50
/
1
2CARAT
of Diamonds
(total .eIght)
Staeng brilliance le l4K
gold higellghts 14;smond
lor,oel pair.

$144.50
1 FULL CARAT
of Diamonds
(1041 ro•Vlf)
splendor of wee
rregnificent gems glc.rs ii
• lo,s/tr 14: gold sit, mg.

Th• fief/

$275.00

FURCHES
al
'4

4's.

•

Cf
;
1
Pert duster greets spring in easyme cotton print, with •aatin
ribbons and cotton lac• ruffled
cuffs. By Stella ragin in -Everglass- cotton.

GINGHAM
CHECKS

Stay neutral with

pay big
fashion
dividends!

t
,fen?,

.ef

Nicest things ever ho open to waver, gingham checks when we
add the
masterful stroke of broad bands of Irish-type lace. Each
part to perfect-fittirsg,
end fitting so per'ectly into Summer's scene; come, collect all our
B Casual ,
co-ordinates, 1:.en cosh in on the compliments! You con choose
either fresh pink
or leqf green. 8.16. P.S. All cotton — so easy to keep spic-span
freshl

lanc6es

SLEEVELESS CROPPED TOP, 3.99
Cife Stride's new fashion
color,
soft bone,
in soft buttery leather.
A pale.soft color in an
all.
soft shoe that blends
beautifully 1:4tt
rnir,arl

!!;

Shoe Store

Black Patent Leather
Medium & Hi Heel
AAAA to B

ADAM'S SHOE STORE
.106 South

WA.. Street

Phone PLaza 3.2414

ROLL UP SLEEVE BLOUSE, 3.99
LINED SLIM SKIRT 5.99

SLEEVELESS BLOUSE, 2.99
LINED JAMAICA SHORTS, 4.99
UNPRESSED PLEATED SKIRT, 7.99

IJNED SURF-LENGTH PANTS Inewil,45.99

ip

lirl.K'S for

.er selecti.msl

SELleS for certlfled better values'

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
MP"

.II•••••

es.

•

•••

tit

Vs CARAT
ef Diamonds
(fetal u&aht)
Save. ttusw;se
Slime in origio•
I 4K gold setting.

1

Ribbed fabrics, such as ottoman
in wool or crisp cotton, continue
important, and Knits are a specie
favorite, liked by designers for
: their adaptability to supple silhouettes.

This spring—turn on the charm!
Ultra Pminine...ultra smart! The
slimmest of the season;subtly tabbed
amid pleated at the camp for your 4,
prettiest rounds of the town...all day!
Breeze-light in kid...and only $12.95
•
air=
s' •

22, 19614

EASY
TERMS

Small Shapes Pace
at Styles

-East-West" is the newest d.rection in handbags — so
called from
the horizontal direction of the sleek lines. Completely unclutter
ed,
its beauty lies .n the soft, high-po!ished smooth loathe, which
adds
dramatic effect lc :he elongation. Photo is by Leather
Industries
of America.

mAncti
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Men's Shoes Easy Silhouette Appears
With Interesting Fabrics,
Follow New
Satisfying Style Choices,
Slimmer Line

Headlined for spring is the hat, in many pretty and feminine
forms. This one is a white straw toque, dressed up with a black
velvet band and bow, and a delicately bouffant black •eiL

A dressy lustre pump

•

, The now look in fashion is not a' bright coat with a sleeveless white
new look — yet it looks new. To dress, for example, or a suit in
achieve this seeming paradox, de- which jacket, blouse and skirt are
signers have refined upon favorite all of different hues.
"All season" is a term frequentsilhouettes. handled trimmings
with discretion and cplors with ly applied to the new sprint clotabandon, made full use of the in- hes. With air conditioning, central
creasing beauty and variety of heating and travel in mind, defabrics, and developed to the most signers have planned apparel appropriate to any climate, locality
The .slim, sophisticated look at flattering degree the subtle apseason. •
or
to
proach
fashion.
ground level — you see it from
Women will find a satisfying . This is reflected in fabrics
head to toe in Ivy and Continental
the styles they more silks, cottons and blends,
fashions — is achieved by taper- spring selection of
lightweight wools. The textures are I
ing the forepart of the shoe. By no prefer. The guiding theme is rediverse—fleecy, lacy, nubbed, ribmeans "needle" sharp, the long- laxed ease — fit is a matter of a
bed, spongy, crisp, polished. Knits
line litheness of men's dress and tender caress, not a hug. Freegain importance in shaping the I
casual footwear still accomodates swinging pleats, flowing bias, cuts,
supple silhouette.
the masculine foot in complete long and pliant overblouses, gentle
• • • •
comfort. Lighter, more supple lea- blousing, unconfined and lowered
waistlines, casual tie-sashes conther guarantees flexible ease in
walking and full support in stand- tribute to the flexible look.
Silhouettes evolve from these
ing.
and other influences present in
Slender shapes are made to look fashions of recent seasons, but the
even trimmer through the use of fresh interpretations of dresses,
inventive detailing. Double rows coats, suits and separates that reof stitching carried further up the sult are unmistakably spring 111.
Probably the leading factor in
vamp, U-shaped throats, higher
tongues and decorative single or the exciting spring of fashion is
double eyelet ties help the eye the striking use of color. While
"stretch" the look of the shoe with- navy, bla.ck, beige and gray will Just right for casual wear are
out sacrificing foot room. Light, certainly command their share of these two-eyelet tie shoes in tan
ultra-pliable leather soles are cut attention, and white is important, glove leather—springweight, soft
close to the shape of the shoe to they must compete with the chal- and supple. Slim leather soles
lenge of pink, yellow, lilac, straw- "breather" in fresh air. By Bates.
emphasize its slim contours.
berry and practically every color
The slip-on — laceless or gored in the paintbox.
— steps out first in men's shoe
Pinks Are Many
styles. Handsome and confortable
Prediction is that the family of
grainand
in springweight smooth
pinks may attain the wide accepted leather, dress slip-ens under- ance that fall and winter awarded
line the neat trim appearance of to the purples: Wro-or more c-oloia
the young man on his way up in combined in one outfit make an
the business world. In just-as-light attractive impact on fashion.
brushed or smooth leathers, the
"collarless and sleeveless" is the
casual slip-on takes its ease in the motif for a wide variety of styles.
living room, on the patio or out- The effect is youthful, artfully
doors. Elastic goring which offers simple.
weightless, snug fit is a leading
When sleeves are present, they'style.
re apt to be •shortPr — sometimes'
above-elbow for suits and coats.
The high-riser look is widely
any, tend to be either
seen in slip-ons — some with high Collars, if
narrow, as in the. case of flat or
square tongues.
stand-up band collars, or excep• • • •
softly draped
tionally graceful
cowls or cape shapes, for example.
The asymmetrical aspect of fashion provides further spring refreshment. Side closings, off-center
: trim.s, side-wrap
buttons and °tbs.!
skirts, surplice necklines and one- ,
shoulder dresses express this trend.
Skirts Take Fullness
Along with the easing-upmoveasent of silhouettes comes Increased /ullness for many skirts. In
addition to pleats and bias cuts,
there are gathers and gores, tiers
and flounces, and some all-out
bouffants.
Newest way to ease the skirt is
to divide it. Fall and winter experiences and experiments determined designers to give the culotte
more scope.
It's prevalent in sportswear, lingerie, loungewear. The woman
with fashion daring will find cleverly designed. suits and dresses
with diveded skirts for stieet wear.
Best news here is that the good
cut and tailoring essential to giving culottes a really skirt-like appearance, along with the comfort
Lightweight worsted gives this
of pants, is now present in mod- .
neutral
spring topcoat the crisp,
TEENS' PEARLIZED VINYL
estly-priced styles.
appearance of covert, enlivened
Costume look continues strong.
COFFEE CLUTCHES
WALLETS,
by disguised polychromatic un- and stronger. Suits with their own
dertones. Features split shoulder. blouses, dresses with their own
coats and dresses with jackets appear.
Center coin purses, another
Colors, Fabrics Contrast
holds 32 pictures! Clutch
carry-oil! White, pastels.
Newness comes with the departure from precise matching. Colors
and fabrics often contrast — a

Men put their best foot forward
this season in slim, trim shoes of
spring-weight leathers. Jaunty is
the word for masculine footwear
fashions as new leather shoes
shed ounces and styles taper down,
4ports Shoe Fashion Service of
Leather Industries of America.

•

molded into a delightful
confection to garnish spring
and summer wear. Available in sweet shades of
(list colors available here). I

'Fashion

$1099

is a190k
...not a .
price!

•

•
ADAM'S SHOE STORE
Phone PLaza 3-2414

106 South 5th Street

,nicest

aing ration
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rboys on the 1

hard playing W young dynamos
meet their match in rugged
3Wif

NG"ti4CKSe

"Yoong America's Fiasst• Fistios Shoos"

$6.95 and $7.95

Fit-to be tied
$6.95 and $7.95

Speedy Step-in

Ryan's Shoe Store

FOR THE SWEETEST LITTLE
GIRLS IN THE EASTER PARADE!
s

Fashions for fun ... dress-up accessories in miniature.
We're overflowing with Easter parade gifts and finery,
all with grown-up airs yet scaled down to fit young budgets!

EASTER-APPROVED! PLASTIC
CALF, PATENT HANDBAGS

YOUNGER-THAN-SPRING
PLASTIC HANDBAGS

GROWN-UP HANDBAG
SHAPES SCALED TO TEEN SIZE

2.99 plus fed. tax

1.99 plus fed. tax

1.00 plus fed. tax

Shirred flaps, top zips, swing.
out purses! Plastic patents,
calf,soft-touch marshmallows.

Box with inside mirror, slim
jim, satchel, shirred clutch!
Plastic patent, foamed vinyls!

pouch with posies under

"glass"! White, black,colors!

ESPECIALLY FOR TEENS!
CROSS NECKLACES, CHARMS

SWEETHEART BRACELET AND
NECKLACE PLUS TINY PURSE

1.00 plus fed. tax

1.99 plus fed. tax

Bracelets crowded with
pearl* and golden charms!
Golden cross necklaces,

Tiniest-ever charms! Bracelet,
necklace plus chain-handle
carryall — three gifts in one!

Top handle satchel, slim jim,

tr*1‘

,bssing the children for spring is a
Dr
pleasbre. with_ these smartly, styled
young fashions that copy the grownup news in line and color. And the
prices are a pleasure for your family
budget.

WACKY BARNYARD ANIMALS
START A COLLECTION NOW!

Complete Boys Sizes Thru 12

•

Complete Girls Sizes to 14

1.00

Find These and Many Other

tong-earred bunnies, ducks
with sunbonnets, roosters with
aprons! Have collection!

Items For The Children at

NECKLACES, BRACELETS FOR
THE KINDERGARTEN CROWD

1.00 plus fed. tax
Pearl', sparkling jewel accents, enameled charms!
Wide, wonderful choice!

•simulafed

LOVE'S
•

BELK'S for better selections, better buys! BELK'S for certified values!

GHILDRENS SHOP
our motto:
"WE MAJOR IN MINORS"

Sleeveless dress in print has
solid color cummerbund effect,
draped neckline, buttoned-plunge
back. By Oleg Cassini; "Every's:4i- cotton,

BELK -SETTLE COMPANY
114 South 5th Street

Phone PLaza 3-3773

Murray, Kentucky

5-0s
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1).11iE TEN
the wash-wears an increased performance factor.
Variety ed Styles
Spring sport .shirts reach new
highs en variety of styling. In addition to new British types, thre
are Ivy versions and a new group
of updated Continentals. Pull-over
zredels r ip cut-and-sewn shirts are
again among the top favorites.
They boast many types of colar
styles, too. New in the pullovers
Men's sportswear styling for
spring speaks with a definite are lowered pockets a variety of
"British Accent." This new look lengths and some with tappering
will give men the handsome tradi- bodies.
Jack-shirts are making a cometional outdoor look they prefer—
yet with a more sophisticated ex- back — mostly in heavier fabrics
pression than that found in the and in solid colors. Many are coordinated with walk shorts, slacks
youthful Ivy models.
and swim trunks.
In patterns the British classics
Look for the new 'scarf prints"
take a leading role with racetrack on silk and silk-look fabrics, glen
plaids and checks. Other designs plaids, checks and a returir'to new
take their cue from "Common- looking stripes. Shirt fabrics inwealth' fabrics such as batik prints clude homespun . or burlap type
and India madras.
weaves, tight meshes, linen-types
and tone-on-tone weaves. Watch
Heather tones keyed to the Engfor more bright solid colors, too.
lish moors, British blue, desert
Knit shirts, for active as well
tones, rusts, camels and, of course,
as spectator sports, have a firmly
a continuation of the currently
established niche in the spring
popular olive and gold shades—
picture. Some of the newest have
these are among the outstanding
sweater details, others have varied
colors.
knits, new colar detailing, new
The entire wash-wear concept shoulders and new neck closure
shows further gains in all sports- details.
Spring Sportcoats
wear. New technical advances in
The Brit:sh Accent in spring
both fabrics and constructions give

British Look
Featured In
Sp9rowear

sport coats is adapted from the
hacking jacket with its natural,
easy fitting shoulders, slightly indented waist-line and its slightly
flared skirt. Some have side vents;
others, center vents.
Ivy-type jackets, beittr classic
In design, have few, if any, changes in line. However, bolder, brighter patterns will be worn and

WEDNESDAY — MARCII 22, ilet

these will be supplemented by the
solid-color flannel blazers.
Continental sports jackets are
showing the more modified lines
of the Trans-American concept.
Slacks continue to be trim, whether in the plain front styles or
the single pleat models.
Both self supporting waistbands
and belt loop styles are top fashion.

, For Foundations,
Changes In Look,
Not Line Are New
Since there is no extreme change
in the outerwear eilhouette, foundation garments vary in look rather
than line this spring.
Girdles, brassieres, corselets and
bra-lettes
gain
in
prettiness.
They're done up with frills (which
flatten to the figure so as not to
be revealed under dresses), with
camisole straps, with elegantly detailed laces and satin .appleaues.

COATS. TWO WAYS
Coat fashion follows two predominant lines. One is slom, influenced by the side-slashed caftan; the other is sweeping, influenced by the cape.

The fabrics are sheer, the colors
either clear and bright or subtle
and pale. Turquoise, mauve, apricot and a range of pinks poin the
basic beige, white and black.

VARIETY OF SUITS
Suits are outstanding for their
variety, offering jackets in every
length from bolero to tunic, and
skirts slim, pleated or softly gathered. Fit is usually easy and graceful.
COLORS BRIGHTEN

bead-setting. big-scale, over all print pattern gives this
Aar, sleeve sport shirt fashionsight distinction. In Cone Condeli cotton.

T11*

Hot orange, gold, green, carnation pink, air-force blue, all in
vivid hues, make news in lustrous
highly polished tones for sport
shirts. A process called mercerization makes fine cotton fabrics more
acceptable to the new bright dyes.

ior ine camera
and fashion-minded young miss
is glen plaid wool chesterfield
with velvet collar, back belt. By
Bambury.

Deep-dipping cowl
necklines
and "one-shoulder" fashions have
focused attention on improved designs in bras without straps and
on backless bras with narrow
straps that attach to the girdle In
black or that cross and anchor at
the waistline.
Also highlighted in most foundations collections are lingerieweight, but controlling, long-legged pantie girdles and smooth
corselets.

Coshime jacket for spring is designed in Apple Blossom-dyed
. Cropped to the hipline and dipping to the beget,
Canadian b
it features a sculptured midriff and squared-off collar that optgas
to a wide-spzead notch. It's a James Terence Brady design for
Fantasia furs.

•

The season to_ feel beautifut
Easter ..

die Wcirrd

Eeautful.

F_or a yery

special season, we've fashions to. help you feel
special, too

more feminine, prettier

ever. For all your moods

WHITE COLLAR JOB

235,

lively, gala,

glamorous, elegant,aiifiea, you'll find the ,
rs.
t perfect expression, new styles from our

-

Beau

.3:0Ung,

than

"Pt, unusually, attractive and complete collection.

Wonderful worsted jersey with
jacket that's brief andi,..taixy
(A or - collar that's young and
guileless ..skirt that's trouserslim. And when a junior's back
is turned, button - spiced pleats
nip to the new closer-to-the-body
lines. Lilac, Nude, Red, Blue,
for the Junior

WHITE
ICING
jean long ices a clever
costume with white pipin'p

•)'•

and big pearly buttons.
There's comfort and
figure flattery in the
gently tucked slim sk;rt
and jacket that reaches
just below the waistline.
In linen like nubby

$3935

textured rayon.
4 toO.
S:,.

Lemon, Navy. Sues 5 to 15.

$29,95
3.98

aster finery
Iij
•
,-_-_-

be ultra chic from head to toe! Glife your
legs that air of elegance so indicative of the

i
,. ../
no-iron jewel neckline Ship'n Shore,'i
a blouse you'd expect to cost more—i,
for the exquisite way it's embroidered,
and tucked. 65% Dacron' polyester,
(
35% cotton. White sun tones.28 to 38.

Season. Sheerest nylon proportioned to follow
In. natural curves of your legs... In Shades
to complement the loveliest of costumes.

.
I
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%/eights And Colors Lighter
In Men's Topcoats For Spring
Shorter lengths, lighter-weight
fabrics and colors a shade or two
lighter than have been popular in
Sr recent past mark the new topnats.

rig

ile Blossom-dyed
'ping to the basbc,
collar that °pails
Brady design for

Ivy wearers still prefer the
single-breasted, fly-front chesterfields with a slightly accented
waist-line. The modified Contidental models are made in buttonthrough fronts and, for the most
part, are made in the split-raglan
construction that appears to be a
set-in sleeve at front and a reglan
*eve at back.
This season there's a place in
the sun for raincoats. Fashionwise styling and new fabric finishes have taken the raincoat out
from under the umbrella and into
an everyday role—on days when
there isn't a cloud in the sky.
In rainwear, the Ivy lads go
for the British balmacaan model with its full raglan sleeve and
ipilitary collar. Best colors in this
*Vet are the naturals, putty
shades and tans.
Also typical of %new crop of
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Colr is she spark that kindles's
blaze of axcitsment in spring .fashs
Strawbany pink, lemon ye-flaw. poppy red; brilliant blue, vivid
turquoise, spicy green, pungent orange, glowing golds blooming lilac
—if it's in the spectrum, it's a
fashionable color this season.
Perhaps a slight edge goes to the
,nany shades of vibrant pink, but
colors of all kinds are abundantly
available.
Since simplicity keynotes the
subtle spring styles, a woman can,
by indslging her own tastes in the
selection of color, give her wardrobe both individuality and fashion.
Colors are both hot and cool.
There are plenty of pastels, but
usually they're clear rather than

all-weather coats is the Continental. A new shorter length, belted
back, side vents as well as set in
sleeves and custom-like buckle
tabs tailor it to a life of fashionable ease for those Spring showers.
The styled-up rainwear for this
spring comes in a wide range of
patterns including glen plaids,
checks and madras-type plaids.
These range from 39 inches fts 42
inches in length and most are in
the split-raglan models.

Stronger Patterns
Seen In Men's Ties
Stronger patterns, more brilliant
colors and a return to popularity
of the underknot designs mark
the newneckwear for spring.
There will be more native prints,
such as batiks, and there will be
morralvery grounds accentWiens% of deeper hue.
ed
assall be woven on twill,
Stri
satin and madras fabrics, as well
as She familiar reps.

NEW FASHIONS FOR MEN SPUR
SPRING TRESS-UP' URGE
là

Hues Of Spectrum
Spark Excitement
In Latest Fashion

Sport jacket styling for spring is characterized by these two-button
moiels of 7 to 8 ounce American made worsted fabrics, tailored
with natural shouldefs, cutaway lines, hacking pockets and side
vents. Richly toned in shades of gray, black and gold.

Brisk Color, Texture Add
To Fashions In Leather

Brisk color and interesting texture give style and individuality to
.
J ft, lightweight leather costumes
which follow fashion's simple, fluid
:..ilhouete.
Bright warm coral, deep royal
blue, vivid pink, cool cucumber
green and real red appear in both
smooth and suede leather for day,
casual and sports wear. Softer shades of manuve, violet and lilac are
,sectl.in dr.cmy evening coats. s
Middy influence shoWs up in
sporty pur-in cabretta blouses for
wear with bandstand skirts, curlota
tes or clamdiggers in smooth or
suede leather. Deep V necklines and
wide sailor collars give the nautical
flavor.
- "Add-ons" — leather separates
such as vests, short flared skirts.

culottes. shorts and weskits — become wardrobe builders, to be worn
with many differen rostumes and
color sahemes.
Knit-and-leather suits join the
sawing fashion parade in such combinations as royal blue trimmed is
white, two tones of pink or two
tones of lilac.

'

Variety Is Spice
Of Fashions Afoot
For Young Spring

4

Whether it Is a sports ensemble or a suit for
a formal occasion, you will look your best in
Curlee Clothes, found In Murray at—

Graham-Jackson

Seersucker will achieve far
greater acceptance this spring and
summer in sports jackets, casual
suits, slacks, walk shorts and
sports shirts. Many of these cool,
crinkly fabrics are made in washwear construction.

SWEATER VARIETY
Summer sweaters in pullover
and cardigan styles are winning
more new friends and the assortment of spring outerwear styles
staggers the imagination. They
range from golf jackets to car
coats.

OVERBLOUSE LEADS
Full-length travel coat appears'
in smooth bone or wheat colored
ACCENT ON
Overblouse. long and Loose or..
testheis'wittr huge slash pockets
Glove leathers, supple smooth
that effect the "patch pocket" look. sashed, leads among spring topgrained leathers emphasize
Car Coats, light in %eight and pings. One of its favorite partners and
the comfort of casual shoes.
is the pleated skirt.
bright in color, display self buttons
and belts, roomy pockets and knitand-leather mixtures.

comrowr

Bolero jackets are casual or dressy, such as black suede paired with
matching slim lounging pants or
smooth leather with lavish jeweling
for evening wear. •

A rare find ... a slim, sleek bone pump is
touched with soft spring green. The flexible
leather

molded on a comfortable combina-

'i,- '1st for

''fs qtrirle

'4 of

cvorfect ror

ADAM'S SHOE STORE

'Rouned toe silhouette is giving
way to slim, tapered shape. Slender
shell pumps resemble mother's
"needle'. toe footwear. Little girls'
shoes are full-fashioned until after
their toes are accommodated —
then the toe is tape:ed.
Styles include slip-ons, pampa
s,
swivel-strap shoes, sabot at
Mary Janes and eyelet ties. Shaped
heels ssid to variety and interest.
Bieck patent leather — in Mary
Janes, shell pumps or T-stray shses
—shines brightly. Deep colors are
popular and pract.cal for early
Easter.
Light, high colors in brushed and
smooth leathers brighten the spring
season, and there are smooth and
grained leather shoes in white and
a range of bone tones.
Lustre leather and patent leather
are equally favored for party and
dress-up (sessions.

New fashion significance this
season goes to the topper. Always .
a basic in most spring wardrobes,
now the short topper is making
news, too.
First of all, it's shorter — hip
length or above. Along with the
new length goes new styling,
which carries out such spring themes as the no-collar cardigan neckline, shortened sleeves and color
a-plenty.

Teens walk the fashion path this golds are worn in brushed, smooth
spring' in shsraly tapered leather and grained leather shoes.
shoes. Cool co-eds have shed their
Black patent leather pumps are
round-toe shoes in favor of double
and even triple point footwear, re- fashion leaders, with black almost
ports Shoe Fashion Service of Lea- as poular in smooth and grained
leather. There is widespread use of
ther industries of America.
two and three leathers and colors
With characteristic enthusiasm, in oerlays, patchwork or stripping
• • • •
the
school
girls
have
taken
to
high
effects.
pencil-slim silhousette in a wide
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
range of styles, colors and leather
Though bows have bowed out this
textures While dress and party season, cut-outs and novelty patpumps tend to be most pointed, terns 11
0111i1Mriillith'sraalle •1110-s .ateTa...isornethinii, old, something
thing different"
casual flats and school footwear tail in est. Fk•hv 4bstyles 44447 add"
are moderately tapered.
with interchangeable monograms for the bride who chooses her
High fronts are a dominant trend and ornaments are particularly fa- wedding gown in an unusual fabric
in tailored styles. Spectator effects vored by the school crowd — but such as linen, and in a style that
are also seen on tailored pumps. chiefly for class and casual flats. reflects the latest trends.
For casual and leisure wear, the
misty.
.
lower-cut shell in favored — in eiThe neutrals—black, navy, gray, ther a flat or a low stacked heel.
beige, white—look newest when
The color wheel spins wildly this
mingled with color. Bright coats spring — and stops almost anygo over dark sheaths; flowered where. Teen shoes are popular in
silica coats cover navy or black neutrals, pastels and bright carnidresses. Three-piece ensembles oft- vals. Bone and white are seen most
en feature overblouses in vivid often in smooth and lustre leather,
prints or contrasting solids.
while cool greens, hot oranges and
Free - wheeling color combinatioNs are part of the news — pink
WASHING TIP
with turquoise or orange with lilac,
Knit shirts of durene mercerized
for example. Hot colors blaze in cotton are home machine washable.
bold checks, "crazy" stripes light Bleach and blueing are not recomup prints.
mended for colored shirts. A good
• • • •
idea is to follow the washing inSEERSUCKER GAINING
structions found inside the shirt.

Leather evening, wear is luxurious, in such items as a long, supple ranch hide coat with all-over
jeweled applique or a full-skirted
ensemble in gleaming silver kid
with matching mess packet.
Irsh styling and bright colors
combine in little girls' spring shoes
for school dress and play. Construction is kept` seasonally light
with newly develaped leathers supplying flexibility and gentle support, notes Shoe Fash.on Service of
Leather Industries of America.

•

Toppers Look New
In Lengths, Styles

Slim, Tapered Toes Point Way
For Teens On New Shoe Path

Phone PLaza

106 South 5th Street

3 2414

FIRST TIME EVERI
Welcome spring perennial, the short topper is shorter than ever
this season, stopping just below the waist. Style shown, in lightweight American wool, can be worn for dressy, casual occasions.
By A. Davis & Sons.
Styled for spring is this vertical
striped sports shirt with threequarter sieves and deep V-neck.
Can be worn outside slacks.
Made of durene mercerized cotton.

First to 9sis1it5l
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soph ioiested
silk shantung
shirtd res.
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Entrealeux bindings
are a gay change of
piece for the striped
silk look ... and
soft sleeves give
wing to the airy
sweep of this

,Tf.rt

Other !ryre.

pure silk
shirt&res.
Accessorize('
im
with
non
psesarnd
ly a

from $19 95

Style 2293
DARWIN Last

,

leaches helt./11p.
Parchment.

cal Brown

Briarnap
Also in Black

sandalwood, awe
blue, nary, blae,k;

$21.95

Noi

Make the Nunn-Bush
Discover Ankle-Fashioning,

sizes 648, 7-17.

•

$49.95

Off

BIG PRICE BREAK ON INFORMAL . . .
the China that's replaced FREE
If It chips or breaks!'
This is it! For the first time in Iroquois hisaory---and for a
limited time—the price of Informal China haS been drastically reduced. Hurry, to get this famous cook-bake-'n-serve
ohina that's backed by a replaced-free-ffait-chips-or-breaks
guarantee'. Hurry, to get those pieces you want to fill in on
your present Informal set. Hurry, to start the Informal way of
life with a 16-pc. or 45-pc. set—new patterns are included.
•In accordance with warranty.•

exclusively Nunn.
Bush adds a snug
Cling to the heel and a
trim smartness
to styJe lines which live with
you longer
• aS'you walk through the
miles. Enjoy
this superior, more enduring
fit.

•

The STYLE SHOP

Informal China 20

Suit approaches spring gently, and in the relaxed manner. The
hip -length jacket, fashionably collarless, falls easilas over a !frightcut skirt. Waistline is softly gathered with a self tie sash. It's in
Sano & Pruzari. Hat by John
britliart green English jers.,.y.
Frederics.

Edgerton Shoes from $12.95 to
$22.95

Ryan's Shoe Store

'Ills

AVE 20% to 40% ARO MORE ON OPEN STOCK:
--r
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"lingerie" tooches of white in such
fabrics as organdy and chiffon are
a -consistent theme. Airy 'ideas are
furthered by color, fabric and
Silhouettes ;..nd colors in fashdraping.'
ionsble variety appear in attrac. Tulle, mettle. point dhophtt and
tive coats prepared to weather
other sheer veiiings take part in
spring rains. Pyramid and cape
the fashion for bountiful turbans
shapes, slim and demi-fitted styles
and highs clots:114th% toques.
join the perennial trench and
other mantailored coats.
Flswers ,and textured straws
Refreshing approach to showers
and strawcloths help to develop
People who are thinking of new is made via the reversible coat,
Curvets colors and .a pAbbling a dimensional look. Straw-cloths
onward • of sithouelts headline a sometimes simulate patterned and wardrobes for spring are likely which may be plain on one side,
feminine and flattering story.absot knitted, as well as. polished, ef- to be thinking in terms of travel, print on the other, with both sides
.too. This, at any rate, is the Pr.- water repellent. Textured fabrics
mr!Snery for spring '61. Among fects.
Feathers are lacquered to join mise from which most of the cur- look new.
the hat shapes seen in the news
S: the shiny and sophisticated hat rent approach to fashion has evolv"ir.. the sobstantial textile. the high
ADD SUltrONS
loche, the sailor and the profile"rashion trend. Silts, jerseys and ed.
e
Both fluctuating spring temera•r••• krits contribute to fluid
brim. Flower and flowered hats
Along with color, buttons or; tures and travel plans call for adseem to be headed for one of their !inv.
Ilptable coats, and fashion responds nament the simple silhouette.
most successful seasons.
with capacious styles in fabrics They're jumbo sizes, and come in
Hat vatiety is developed We sorts
crisp, spongy or ribbed. Bet al- interesting shapes.
•;•vtes as draped turbans, in fabways amenable to weather changrics and straWs: tailored sailors,
es.
wsth a levenensthe head perch:
New coats disclose these standold close- fitting profile hats in
out trends: cape-influenced fullFitted caps, perky berets,
ness, collarless necklines and Cosmart pillbexes move ahead.
lor, color. color.
--CtOwns ten Otto bs lofty. gently
Fresh in Shape
extendiror the natural oval of the
Fresh-looking shape is the coat
head. Filmy fabeics. tissue felt or
that starts with a collarless, or
straws create a "lightnearly so, neckline and then
beaded" look. Minty flower petals
swings out in a swirl of fabric.
aro° leaves, swirls of fabric and
Then there are full coats with
delicste ruchings of straw contrideep armholes and cape backs,
bute to the airy air.
•
and some "real" capes, full length
Fram the Face
or shorter.
trims are deftly hsrelled, to
•Narrow coats are by no means
detelop face-framing flatter y.
neglected. They make their own
These if-elude everrthing from
fashion impact with side closings,
sa-row. side-lined brims on closide slashes and, of course, collarches and curling rollers to bonnet
less necklines.
s:hspes. 'Scallops. pleats, bows,
The fitted coat gets new treatscarves. leered effects and veilment. It's really demi-fitted, and
ing soften brim outlines.
may take a low-placed, easy belt.
High lines and offside effects
Look to Necklines
distineuish hat shaping of all types.
Designers give an enormous play
Color captivates, and caps the The Continental approach to the
head, in a range that moves from "British look" is exemplified by to the no-collar look. There are
smart black and white contrasts this British worsted suit with cardigan necklines, stand-up ring
collars, flat band collars. In the
to lively hues of raspberry pink, three-button. shorter jacket.
cases where a genuine collar apmellow 'beige, tender green. suns
pears, it's apt to be s cowl or a
Anst..water-culor blots,
'cape effect. More conslentional
Jet black lacqnered straw. - dire'
!notched collars stand 'away from
ribbon or patent leather show up
the throat, leaving space for scaryin pairirgs with soft white chiffon
es or jewelry.
or organdy. Black velvet and matte
With simplicity the rule in stylblack :straw make a spring aps
ing, color gets a chance to glow, Full-skirted fashion renewal is
pearance.
and glow it does, in bushels of men in modernistic print dress.
Touched with White
!strawberry pinks, purple violets, of a new fabric with the look of
With the many colors involved,
tangy lemons — greens, turquoise. silk. It's Eastman Estron "5"
acetate.
orange, too.

Light, Airy
Fabrics Are
In Picture

Fabrics Help
Styles Adapt
To Traveling

Attractive Coats
Prepare For Rain

I

Juniors play mixed doubles for srrieg, is plain and patterned
combinations. Bright green k^ife nhsted
t. hit. is ;sipped by
chalk-patter:led overbicuse. Al
.ht is b« pleated skirt in
ls•ender check with solid color sck t. Bot. are in American
woolens. By Mr. Mort.
FOR SPORTSWEAR
•,g spring versions of h e
islohe are most ly irtensics! for
, sportsuear, 3h3 Come
:
startl." absve-knee ler

OFFER STYLE
\

There's stsle shows in c • ,
Jost slortc for lade hos:s—,,
iihero. V and crew necks. Isohs
o brs ana the pnochn look. s, s
a V Lt an,i back

BELTED FOR SPRING
S-d.'olisped ,of fastened belts
; ow the asymmetric direction of
:song fashion, Two-color belts
ih cor.trast borders or binding
thesterrst on- lively enters cont.
• , ol-sie supple sashes and
s,
so., •
the easy line.
• pis e•siot a-rues frert1 natur.
( red u.-crtline

Coordinates Go
East To West Into
Handbags
Direction ---andbags

Is

„

Too

H

Fashion comes to hand this
spring in a new collection of leather handbags with exciting textures and finishes. On the surface,
spring handbags range from smooth
and suede leathers to antiqued
finishes, woody patinas and rich
bark patterns.
Patent leather is seen in a variety
of handsome and roomy shapes.
Leading silhouette of the spring
is the "East-West" bag, a long,
slim, horizontal handbag — usually
seen in smooth leather. Its simple
lines blend quietly with this season's fleid costume lines.
Other shapes varY from a small
suede leather clutch for late day
or evening to smooth and grained
leather pouchea custom-finished
with gold hinges and handles.
"Woody" textured leather finishes make a bid for popularity
with suits and late-day costumes.
One newcomer, reminiscent of the
familiar vanity box handbag, features a "boxtop" opening and
spacious interior.
In bright, light and vivid collora, it serves as an eye-catching
costume highlight.
There's fashion news in shaped
handbags. Big box-type handbags
in 'light leathers for daytime show
metal-plated ceramic flags of all
nations, scroll-lettered names of
world cities, or foreign greetings.
Tote and shoulder-strap bags
appear in still and scuff resistant
leathers in some of the brightest
spring colors yet._ Light colors to
the hrarige-faiiiily Predsiminate.
Bright jeweled clasps appear
on vivid-colored suede cocktail
bags with tasteful detsil.
ACCENT ON YOUTH
Influenced by growing numbers of young mothers, maternity
wear designers take a youthful approach to spring styles.

,
.
Accessories for the handbag de- '
velop a new range of color and..
beauty this spring. Coordinate.
wallets eyeglass cases and cigarette
cases match or complement the
handbag.
To use with a black handbag,
there are accessories of printed
miniatere tape ry or brocade as
well as authentic needle-point and
embroidered silk.
For the tailored or sports bag,
copies of favorite spectator shoe
trims ar shown. These includoo
pinked edges with perforationr
tiny lacing and bow effects, and
combinations of colors and textures.
Pastel leathers in new purse accessories have special trims that
pick up the detail bf a special
trintlisag, such as flowers or stitching.

s
"
.1.•
--Knitted woo; suit in hounds
tooth check of green and gray
on white offers a cool note for
spring fashion. f rom TricosaFIMOT of Paris.

•

CAMPUS CASUAL
100 No. 15th

PL 3-2895

•
Tr,. bsita..n silhouette is a new
style theme in sport coats this
sprihg. As interpreted how, the
style fes.ures a return of body
contours. Small chock pattern in
•
cron" and wool.
a.
...o..s:
Tarterssil effect: will to popular
in th• row ssosg suit; Versicn
absy tcature• hohser than usual
bacliccr "Dacron- and
wool.
- -

F. ale
wax resolves: as rauth at horn*
or. s sunsv day as .n a -lollopors:- This model f:r. el,ed hit"
irate: recel'e-cy and :•ft,r1 re.
a -e ty "Scotchgsrd.'

•

Leng-line sip front frklust heads I
Black and white spring
boldly into spring, topping slim.
ccmbination appears in
fun-loving patterned pants. Both
pump of whitei calf with
are color-cued cotton knit. By
torque m b:ack grained
Aileen.
--

1.5 a

...not a .

Ji'ini,e•

fashion
sandal
fringed
leather.
- —

SPORTSWEAR COES TO TOWN in Koret of California's
Belfaire Sophisticates. A RELTEX FABRIC with the
luxury look of raw silk. City-slicked into the "little suit'
look for day, with pant coverage for leisure hours.
Team with your choice of soft and subtle,
. Cr bold ald beautiful print sateen with the look of tie
iflc.See this sunsational sportswear in our windows today.

A st:. le to s,t the trend for 3
••.•
look fe:
Smartaire's grippe needle,
pump. The s141( styling
r-f the
r. more tapered

Fashions Crested

oli0

dis pump apkrt ,
at a
fr-:., al • ri:1,,• rs

lhe San rnmersee ratiftrars

OF CALIFORNIA
SPORTSV1EAR DIVISION

$10"
ADAM'S SHOE STORE
106 South 5th Street
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Write to designer Stephanie Koret for the answer to
personal fashion questions. No charge or obligation, just
send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to: "DEAR
STEPHANIE," 611 Mission Street, San Francisco 5, Calif_
Cylottes. the pants-that-look-like-a -skirt. continue their fashion
progress into spring. Here, hey'te checked and paired with sleeveless, sashed overblouse. They're designed by Sylvia de Gay for
'llobert Sloan in Turbo Acrilan acrylic fiber by Ch•rospun.

